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1. Introduction 
Of the various notions of finiteness, Dedekind finiteness is of particular 
interest and has received considerable attention during the development of set 
theory. 
Definition 1,1, A set x is said to be Dedekind finite (or simply D.f.) iff there does 
not exist a univalent map of x into a proper subset of x, i.e., it is irrefiexive. A 
cardinal is said to be a Dedekind finite cardinal (D.f. cardinal) iff it is the 
cardinality of a Dedekind finite set; it is said to be Dedekind iff it is an infinite 
Dedekind finite cardinal. 
We denote the class of Dedekind finite cardinals by /t. 
Tile notion of Dedekind finiteness goes back to Dedekind's attempts to 
characterize the infinite [2]. It is a long well-known fact that in the absence of AC 
Dedekind finiteness does not coincide with finiteness in the sense of equivalence 
to a finite ordinal, i.e., Con(to ~ d) [15, 18]. Other strengths and interdependen- 
ties of notions of finiteness have also been studied in set theories with various 
degrees of choice [14, 18]. 
The Dedekind finite cardinals, m, n, display certain qualities akin to the 
integers, i.e., m:~No, m±l  # m, which a~e properties equivalent in ZF to the 
absorption property we gave as a definition of Dedekind finiteness. We also note 
the easily verifiable facts that ff m, n are D.f., then so are m + n and m ° n (though 
2" is not in general), i.e., d is closed under +, .. It can also be easily shown that 
the mere existence of a Dedekind cardinal implies the existence of infinite 
cardinals p, q such that 2p> p [9] or even that 2 p = 2 q, p~q (Tarski). 
In a 1965 paper [30], Tarski proved that if there is a Dedekind cardinal, then 
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there are 2 ~o pairwise comparable Dedekind cardinals, and in fact a set l'~_ zl 
which is order isomorphic to the real line R. The structure of A turns out to be 
quite rich, and a number of natural questions immediately come to hind. For one, 
what else can be proven in ZF (or ZF+some weak choice assumptions) about 
[AI¢ oJ. It was observed by Truss that in ZF+A¢ ¢o we not only have [AI~2 ~ but 
in fact 2 ~o is a factor of [A[ = [A[ ~, Jean and Arthur Rubin [22] showed various 
consistency results in set theory with urelements, in particular that V A e On, 
ZFU+Izll =2 ~, is consistent relative to Con(ZFU). Other results and problems 
can be found in their paper. Of special interest is the order structure of ,~ ~ ¢0. 
Tarski raised the question whether it is possible that A # o~ and at ~, D.f. cardinals 
are comparable. Let Ta denote a statement saying any two cardinals of A are 
comparable. The Tarski-Dedekind cardinal problem is whether ZF+ ~,a --~ A = ¢0. 
It is this problem that we address and solve in this paper. Noting that the set of all 
finite ,e4uences of an infinite D.f. set is also D.f. (not necessarily true for the set 
of all finite subsets), we can easily define families of infinite D.f. sets which are not 
a priori comparable and in fact yield incomparable cardinals in the known models, 
Another indication c~ the strength of 3',x is a result of Truss [32] concerning the 
following natural subclass of A 
A'={p~ A IVn, m (p = n+m--~ n~ovmeoa)}. 
Truss showed that ZF+ya implies that A '= ~. It seems likely that this result 
extends to other natural subclasses of A. Nevertheless, it is our contention that 
ZF+ACF+Ta-~A =o~, (ACF stands for the axiom of choice for sets of finite 
sets). Before outlining a model demonstrating this, we show how our result yields 
a deep consequence oncerning the first order theory of Dedekind finite cardinal 
arithmetic. Observing the analogy between the basic properties of Dedekind 
cardinals and the integers, a number of people were concerned with the extent of 
this analogy. In particular, how do the theories of (to, +,-)_c(A, +, .) compare? 
This was seriously undertaken by Ellentuck in his thesis [4], and [5]. Similar studies 
were undertaken i the effective analogue of the theory, of Dedekind finite sets, 
the theory of isols where the question of embedding non-.standard models of 
arithmetic based on addition and multiplication i  the isols are studied in [20, 21, 3]. 
In 1949 Tarski had published a paper on ~he famous cancellation laws in cardinal 
arithmetic [31] whe~'e he showed that in ZF 
Vm, n (km=kn-*m=n) ,  Vm, n (km<kn-*m<n) ,  keto. 
It is also shown there that 
Vm, n (Vp~A)(p+m =p+n-~ m = n), 
and similarly for the inequality. 
Ellentuck considered generalizations cf these laws, and their relative inter- 
dependence. It was apparent that relatively little more could be said without some 
form of choice, though necessarily weak. It turned out that what is needed is the 
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axiom of choice for sets of finite sets, (ACF), which enables one to establish a 
fairly rich theory. Some cancellation laws proven by Ellentuck are: 
(Vm, n ~ a)(m k = n k ---, m = n), 
(Vm, n, p 6 z~)(m(p + 1) = n(p + 1) -*  m = n) (without ACF). 
With ACF, other laws were proven concerning cxponents [5]. E lentuek actually 
established that if ,0 is a sentence in an enriched language of arithmetic (allowing 
function symbols for a special class of functions), and q~ is a universal Horn 
sentence (i.e., the matrix is a conjunction of conjuncts of the forrr /.,, ^ .  • • A tO, --~ 
X where to,, X are equations), then in ZF+ACF 
(,o, +, . )~ ,  ~ (a, +, .)~,¢. 
This fact was used to obtain EUentuck's cancellation laws. However. it still would 
appear that, in general, the theory of (to, -~, .) is much richer than that of (a, +, .). 
In fact it was conjectured that for no q~ in the language of arithmetic onsistent 
with the existence of a Dedekind cardinal is 
{to I ZF + ACF~- toc,,~} ={to I ZF + ACF + ~0 ~- total} 
where to("~, tota~ are the corresponding statements in the language of ZF re- 
lativized to (to, +, .), (A, +, .) respectively, i.e., the theory of ordinary arithemetic 
is infinitely richer than the theory of D.f. cardinal arithmetic. However, in a 1974 
paper [8] Ellentuck showed the astonishing result that ZF+ACF+Ya t-q~ (')--+ 
~0 ca~, all ~o in the language of arithmetic, i.e., 
ZF+ ACF+ ya I- (to, +, . )<(& +, .) 
(~'a can be taken as the statement fVx, y s a)  3z (x + z = y v y + z = x)). The proof 
of this theorem uses all the machinery developed in his thesis concerning 
combinatorial opera~ors. However, in order for this theorem to have any import 
at all, it is necessary that ZF+ ACF+, /a  + A # co is consistent relative to ZF. In 
the following we show that this is the case. Some results concerning order types of 
a are also established. 
Our model N will be a forcing extension of a countable standard model M of 
ZFL. This model is conceived as being constructed in a transfinite seqaence of 
generic extensions Mg Noc_ . • • N,~ _ .  • • g NK = N, where K is a t, ufficiently large 
cardinal in M to ensur~ that the resulting model has the desired closure proper- 
ties. In our construction it is necessary to assume that K is inaccessible. It is 
unknown to the author whether this result is actually bound up with a large 
cardinal assumption. The forcing language £e the conditions, P, and forcing 
relation I1-, will also respectively have a cumulative structure: relativized lan- 
guages, L¢. ~ £e~, p,, c_ p~, and 
t1-,, = t}- t ~ .  x P .  c II- m a ~</3 ~< K. 
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We delay the precise definition and concentrate on the following intuitive 
motivation concerning the steps involved. 
No is obtained from M by adjoining a countable set A = {a~ I i < to} of Cohen 
generic reals, a~ ~'~2 as in the original Cohen construction. It is a weE-known fact 
that A is D.f. in No. Just by considering subsets of A it is easily seen, using simple 
forcing arguments, that there are many (at least a continuum) pairwise incompara- 
ble D.f. cardinals. It is not difficult to show, by standard support considerations, 
that all D.f. sets in No are equivalent to subsets of to x ~<~(A); hence by a simple 
coding to subsets of the reals, this will also be true in all subsequent models. 
Notalion 1.2. Denote 
RA = R ={r Irc_ to × ~<, (A) ,  Df(r)}. 
Our intention is to compare elements of R ~,, in a generic extension N~ by 
adjoining the necessary functions, f(,,.,~, t, e R ~o. Clearly this cannot be done 
arbitrarily if we wish to preserve Dedekind finiteness. To be more precise, the 
mappings will have to yield an extension of the partial order of Dedekind cardinal 
magnitude. Note that basic condition information will have to contain, besides bits 
of information on the action of the functions, information pertaining to compara- 
bility. 
This setup is still not sufficient to prevent he destruction of Dedekind finiteness 
of A or all elements of R No-- Ro, in N1. for there are (countable) uosubsets of Ro 
and hence countable sequences ofgeneric functions in N1. Using the random action 
of the generic functions and considering their orbits, we can easily obtain 
countable sequences of elements of A in N1. By the same token, all D.f. sets are 
destroyed. 
To avoid this difficulty, we adjoin families F(,,~ of generic functions /~,,.,~), 
1 < to, instead of a single function. This will make it impossible to put together 
sequences of functions or a sequence of A in N:. However, now not only will we 
have new elements of R in N~, but all the F's adjoined will be D.f. When tD'ing 
to iterate this process of comparing rudimentary D.f. sets, we see that if we allow 
the continuous introduction of D.f. ~ets of higher rank. then the process does not 
appear to be convergeable. Various attempts in this direction have all been in vain. 
The method that does work is based on a somewhat involved way of destroying 
D.f.'ness of some partitions of families of adjoined functions and mapping others 
into R while preserving D.f.'ness of A, and hence all elements of R. We give a 
rough description of the setup, neglecting for the moment the considerations 
concerning the mode of extending the partial cardinal order. 
If we have decided that the cardinality of ro is to b,~ less than that of r~, r~ E R,, 
we let e = (~ + 1, to, r~), and we consider the following families of generic func- 
tions: 
(1) F~, ={ft'i[l <w}, /<to;  f~'~ for fixed i will be invariant semi-independent 
mappings of ro into r~. (The exact sense of semi-independent, and the cardinality 
restrictions on rt-rng(f~t), will be discussed later.) 
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(2) G~,k = ~,.k1~'~ ll ,J < to}, i < to, k < te ; g~!~ are Cohen generic to-enumerations of 
G~.k-l, if 0<k,  and ~, if k =0.  
We set F,---I_1~<,o~. Let ~r be a finite permutation of Fe. Then ~, induces 
transformations of G~.k inductively on k as follows. 
Let k = 0, then for g e G',.o we set 
"n'g = {(/, ~rf) [ (j, f) ~ g} and wG~.0 = ~"G~.,o, 
Le~ k > 0 and assume ¢r defined on G~,~, ] < k. Then for g e G~.k, we set 
7rg ~- {(j, ~rg') t(J, g') e g} and ~rG~.k = 1r"G'~.k. 
We now set 
G~,k = ~ {'trG~.k I ~ <to, ~r is a finite permutation of F~}, 
C;,= U G~.k. 
/~<ta 
Our models N, will be constructible from a ground set I,~ = (0, F,, G,~, 0,~) which 
also keeps tab on the iteration. For formal reasons we will set Fo = A, Go = 0o = 0 
ard M[A]  = No = M[~,] = M[(0, A, 0, 0)]. 
F~ = {F, t e runs over all comparisons made at the ~V ÷ l)th stage}, 
O~+~ = {O, l e runs over all comparisons made at the (3' 4 l)th stag.~) ,. 
Note that from F~+t, G.~+1 none of the families {Fi, I i <to}, {G;.kt i<to} can be 
recovered in N,.. Moreover, neither F,, nor any of its subsets or su~ets of its 
partitions in N, will be D.f. in N,, (to be shown). 
In order to obtain the ordering theorem in N,, we supplement the above with a 
Cohen generic ordering of 9~(I.Jk<~ [[.J (F~÷tUG,+~)j k  which we denote by 
O-~1, in wh,ch case we set /~ ={(3t+ 1, F-~+a, G.~+~, O.~.1) 1 3,<ct}. 
Coming back to our original motivation, it seems we have defeated our purpose 
since from a (countable) n--, family ~ for some i, e we should be able to construct 
a sequence of elements of A in N~+~. This is where the mode of comparing and 
the semi-independence of the membel~ of F', comes in. In order to describe the 
above notions, we first consider some notation and definitions. 
Notalion 1.3. If h c to is finite, fih ={a~, . . . . .  a,. l h ={io . . . . .  /,}}. If h is a finite 
sequence, h = (io . . . . .  /,,), a h = (a~ o. . . . .  a~). 
This notation is also applicable for ohjects with indices as follows: 5~= 
aJ,o, , ah. and similarly for ti~, i~ . . .  a , etc. We also drop the superscript h when 
specification is unnecessary. These conventions will be used when no confusion is 
possible. 
De~aition 1.4. Cardinals m, n are said to be weakly equivalent iff ::1 k < to such 
that m = n ± k. A function f maps A strongly into B if[ B - A is infinite; otherwise 
it maps weakly into B. 
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Consideration of ,*he following notions of abunda~cy is crucial in our method. 
Deflm~lion t.4.1. (a) Let A be D.f. and {o~ . . . . .  a~.}=~h~_A. If reR~, (see 
Notation 1.2), then we denote 
K(r, fib) ={(k, fib')c- r l h'c_ h, k <~,). 
K(r, (x a) is called the cih-locality of r. K(r, fib) is clearly finite and its cardinality is 
called the abundance of r on (t h. 
(b) Let ro, r~ ~ RA, then ro, r~ are said to be equiabundant iff for all finite ci G A 
there are finite/~ _~ fi,/~ c A, i < 2 such that the abundancy of r, on/~ is not less 
than the abundancy of rH  on /;~. 
(c) roe J{a are said to be more abundant han ri (or of higher abundancy than 
r~) iff they are not equiabundant and there is a finite a G A such that for all finite 
/~ ~ fi, /~ c A the abundancy of ro is higher than that of rt on /~. 
(d) Let k e o, to, r~ e RA, then the abundancy of ro is k-excessive with respect 
te rl iff for all finite fi ~_ A there is a finite/~ _~ 6, b ~_ A such that the abundancy of 
ro exceeds that of rt by k on/;, but for some a* and all/~ ~ ~* the abundncy of ro 
on /~ does not exceed that of rt on /~ by more than k. (Note that in (d) and the 
following (e) we are not demanding that ro be more abundant than ft.) 
(e) The abundancy of ro is said to be o-excessive (or unbounded) w~th respect 
to r~ iff for all finite ~i~A and k<~o 3 /~a,  /~_A such that [K(ro, b)[- 
IK(rt,/;)1 > k. 
In order to exemplify how abundancy considerations come into play, we 
consider our base model M[A] and to, r leRA#O,  which are incomparable in 
M[A]. Sappose that ro is more abundant han ri and that there is a univalent 
map, ]:, of ro into rt in a generic extension N of M[A]. Then we claim that [ 
generates a subsequence of A;  for if 4 % is such that for all 6 _D ~i% the abundancy 
of ro i~ higher than that of r~ on /~, then we define by induction an ascending 
sequence ho':g hi ~ h~ as follows: 
~i h . . . .  (z h~ U {ai 13 k < co, 3 h' ~ i, (k, (t h') e ["K(ro, ~h,) A i e h'}. 
Since the abundancy of ro on ~ is larger than that of r~ on fib. we get a ~,  ~ fih-. 
We thus get an enumeration of I.J,~,o ~h in N definable from f, ~i% and A, as 
claimed. This trivial example shows that comparability in extension must cohere 
with certain abundancy properties. The situation is actually much more inLricate 
since we will also have to contend with limlht_~ ([K(ro, (*")-K(r~, ~i~)[). Require- 
ments like these seem impossible to meet. However, we will see that though the 
matter is delicate, it is manageable. Before dwelling further on this subject, we 
give some examples concerning the above notion in M[A]. 
Examples. (1) Let r~={aeAla(O)=i},  i=0 ,1 .  Then in M[A] r~ are equi- 
abundant incomparable D.f. sets. 
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(2) A, ,~2(A) are comparable in M~A] and ~2(A) is more abundant than A. 
(3) Let ro = IA,~,, ~2~(A), rl = ~,<,~ 2~+l(A). Then ro, r~ are incomparable in 
M[A] and r~ is t-excessive with respect o to. The ~atter property can be seen 
from the fact that if f(n)=~4,~,~q(~), then c, =~,~,~,((~)(-I)"-'(7). Hence also: 
(4) If r0 = I J~<,, ~ , (A) ,  r~ = I J, L~,~,~ ,,(A), then ro is more abundant han r~, 
but they are incomparable in M[A]. 
Simple forcing arguments show the abo~e statements o b~ true and are left to 
the reader. 
In order to describe how the abundancy relations are reflected in the co~di- 
tions, we consider the following definition. 
Defl_nttion 1.5. A finite partial order, -', on elements N × RA, A Dedekind finite, 
N the whole numbers, is said to be feasible if[ for all l<~o and ~" there exists 
fih-~ ~h such that if (k, r)-<(k', r'), then the abundancy of r' exceeds that of r by 
at least l on a h*. Moreover, if (k, r), (k', r') are in 1he same level, then the 
abundancy of r' exceeds that of r on fib* by exactly k ' -k .  
We denote the above condition for I. fib. by @(l, fi"). < induces a partial order 
<* on elements of R by (r, r')e -< iff ::lk, k' such that ((k, r), (k', r '))~<. Our 
conditions will contain such partial orders wth number labeling for the respective 
terms of element~ of RA. Extending cond:tions will, amongst other things, be 
co,..:erned with ~tensions of" those partial orders. We note here that given any 
feasible poser, (partial ordered sets), <, and r e R not in its field, i,e., not in the 
field of -<*, we can always extend < to contain r in its field. The reasoning runs as 
follows. By our assumptions, {(/,~h)lwith ~( / ,ah)}=X is dense in the poser 
topology o[ eax~<,,(A) (product of integer order and inclusion). If thert " is a 
dense subset of this, Y, such that, if (l, ah)E Y, then the abundancy of r exceeds 
that of the el,.'ments in the highest level by at least l on ~h, we put (0, r) above the 
maximal level. C~therwise we check if there is an fib, such that for some YcX 
dense bekw (0, ~ih'). then for all (t, ~")~ Y the abundancy of r exceeds that of a 
fixed memt~er oi the highest level by a fi~:ed integer on ha, whence we put r in the 
highest level with the proper label. If none of these hold, ~hen for some dense 
subset Y of X if (/, ~h)e y, then the abundancy of the elements of the highest 
~evel exceeds that of r on fih by at least I. Then we put r below the lower level. 
Continuing in this manner down the line we can in finitely many steps 'find a place 
for r', yielding the required extension. In actuality this process of finding a place 
for r is furthe:~ complicated by the necessity of assuring various symmetry 
properties (see Section 3 I1(5)-(6)). 
The t~int of these feasible posets is that conditions based on such a poset will 
deal only with generic functions mapping r from lower levels strongly it, to 
elemenls of higher levels, and elements of a given level weakly into each other 
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according to the labels, i.e., Ir-f"r'[= k -k '  where (k, r), (k', r') are in the same 
level. Feasibility can be shown to cohere with cardinality, and is the key point in 
the construction. It is I employed roughly in the following manner. 
Contrary to the parts of a condition p ~ P,, dealing with the S~.k~L~ ,,.  which are 
completely independent and simply yield generic functions of specified range and 
domain e = (~ + 1, r, r'), r, r' ~ (RA)N', /3 ~ a, the part of p tvancerning the fg 's  also 
contains stipulations concerning finite sequences, (ti~,c_ fib, c_ fib, c ilK), such that 
IK(r, fih')[<lK(r', ih')l (all facts forced by p[ 'a  of course). Therefore we demand 
that all countably many f~'s map K(r, fi ~) into K(r', i h,) univalently (other 
stipulations concerning k-excessiveness also come into play here). This added 
uniformity and, in fac~, symmetry is essential and allow for ",_he following kind of 
eventualities in condition extensions. Suppose p talks about a feasible poset <, 
and <* contains all r~ spoken of in e indices of the condition elements in its field. 
Let i a contain all at mentioned in the condition, then for sufficiently large l, i h" 
we can have 
and 
IK(r,i"*)l-IK(r', i"')lml for r<* - '  
IK(r*, ia')l-- IK(r**, i " ' ) l  = m, 
if[ for some k*, k** (k*, r*), (k**, r**) are in the same level of < and k** - k* = 
m. Now we can demand in the condition that all/~'s mentioned in e = (/3, r, r'~, 
/3 ~a map K(r, a h*) univalently into K(r °, (t h*) and exclude all remaining mem- 
bers of K(r', i h') from ever being in the range of all f~'i's. 
Note that this may require restrictions on countably many [~'~'.,, for #, p' may 
mention a g~/,~ which in turn deals with countably many fi~'s! Now if some future 
bit of information says/~"((n, i s ) )  = (n', 5 S') and i e g -  h*, then 3 ] ~ g ' -  h* and 
vice versa, i.e., if i e g ' -  h*, then 3 ] e g -  h*. 
With this arrangement of conditions we can now carry out a standard forcing 
symmetry argument o show that A is D.f. in all N~'s. To bring out the difficult)- 
and its resolution, let us roughly consider the ~rguments. Assume p( i  h') I1-~ T(i  h) i~ 
a univalent map of to into A". If you tried the usual argument now you woutdn't 
succeed; i.e., say i~hOh'  and p>qll-,~r(k)=a:. Now if you try ~o permute a~ 
with say a~ in a way that q, lrq are extendible to a condition, r, you run into 
trouble since the parts of r concerning the f 's have to be functions. And if you 
permute a, in a range, then you have to move som,zthing also in the domain: but 
you may not be able to, since the domain might '~nvolve only elements of i h on 
those which in a range-domain sequence end up in i h. The way out of this 
impasse is to first find l, i a~ large enough to uphold the feasibility requirements of
the poset in p on which the mode of comparing in p is based, Thus, if p*(~h') is 
the extension idh*~_hUh' and some p*>ql~-'r(k)=c~, we can find a ~r that 
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moves a~ and the other necessary a's prese rvi~g 4 h" so that q, ,rq can bc extended 
to a condition yielding the usual contradictions. 
Of course this is possible only if q does not involve new functions. However, the 
reason we deal with a family of F,"s. i < oJ is precisely to ensure via standard type 
arguments that if p tF ,~, then roughly p I fg func'.ions mentioned in p IF ~0, (however, 
the restriction to a~'s wilt generally not!). A crucial difficulty in the above 
argument concerns the co-extendibility of the parts of q, ,rq, concerning compara- 
bility, 
Next we consider convergence of our process, i.e., for what ~¢ do we have 
R =R~,c_IJ=<,,R~=, if at all. First we observe that all objects concerned are 
Cohen generic except the F~'s, since we are mentioning all element~ f u of an F~' 
(if any are mentioned at all). This may lead to the collapse of R~ in the ,~.xtension. 
in which case we could only possibly depend on R~, etc. Since we hart" allowed 
only infinitely many a's to be mentioned in a co.ndit~on, hence only infinitely 
many different possible modes of function actions, we can arrange for the 
conditions t,) actually be finite. However, as a result of the unusual symmetry and 
combinatorial considerations, the aleph backlxme breaks down. It can be shown 
that the first inaccessible in M becomes ~t in N. Now only (countably many) M 
decisions have to be made to determine what goes into an r E R. Hence in R~' 
ste0s R,, stabilizt~s, i.e.. we have no new members in R~N. 
Finally. ! would like to indicate why any D.f. set in N= is equivalent to an 
element of !~,,. Consider ~rEp and p~C~,c_P,, G~, generic, such that 
We assume that the function constants involved are actually the supports. Now if 
there is a primitive function constant in ~" not amongst those of P then, because of 
the various freedoms incorporated into the construction, a symmetry argument, 
permuti~,.g the variabte in question, shows that there are infinitely many respective 
x's in p: and since we have countings in N, of the functions involved, we either 
have a counting of those z's in N,,, which contradicts the D.f.'ness of 0. Thus, 
assume for the moment hat the only thing that can vary are the h. Now for a 
given 4 there can be only finitely many • with ~ as a support. We can enumerate 
them in N~, and canonically associate with them a sequence, say (0, 4) . . . . .  (k. 4). 
Now since the function constants are fixed and determined by p, we can set up 
absolute sat-val functions in N~ involving only the pa.'t of .~ built on these 
functions. Hence we can carry out the conespondence ~o(4) 
(0, fi) . . . . .  r~(~)--, (k, 4), as 4 varies over all finite subsets of ~.. ent;rely in N,. 
Therefore p is equivalent in N~ to an element of R~. In the eve,; t~at permuting 
certain supports does not affect the value of a term, we have to consider 
equivalence classes of basic generic families. These in some cases are D.f and in 
some are not. However in the event that they are, there is a canonic way of 
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mapping them univalently into R ~-, insured by the way conditions are set up. 
Thus by a generalization of the above argt~ment, we can always insure that D.f. 
sets are equivalent in N,~ to elements of R~. 
2. Iterated forcing 
~te adopt an unramified treatment of forcing much in the manner of Shoenfield 
[25] where the key idea is to exploit he ready-made well-founded ~ relation and 
to circumvent the construction of ramified languages and their special rankings 
usually associated with forcing constructions. However, we deviate in certain 
technical aspects in order to facilitate our method of iterated forcing. 
Let M be a fixed countable standard model of ZFC. Our notion of iterated 
forcing will consist of special towers of posets, (partial ordered sets) ((P,,, -%, ))~,~, 
the elements of which are the conditions, generally denoted by the metavariables 
p, q, r. (P~,<~) will also be endowed with monadic operations for restricting a
condition p ~ P~ to the part of p in P~,/3 < ct, denoted I~ or s imply/~ ~ Ps. If <,~ 
was the relation of inclusion and p ~' P~ was always a condition, there would be no 
need for these operators. However, this is generally not the case, and since we are 
considering a general setting we assume such a restriction operation. To be 
precise: 
Definition 2.1. A sequence of structures (P., -<~, ~a)a<~ a <~ K ~ M, is said to be a 
sheaf of forci,,~g notions iff 
(1) P~_P~, /3<~cz and for et limit P~=Uo<,~P~. (More generally, we could 
consider a directed system. However, such a system is isomorphieally equivalent 
to one consisting of a tower of forcing notions.) 
(2) <~ is a partial order of P,. 
(3) -<0 c_<~, /3~,  and for ~ limit <~= Uo<,, <~. 
(4) ~,a, is a homomorphism of (P., ~, )  onto (PB, "%), which is the identity on PB, 
(5) For 3' </3 <a ~ K and p e P~, we have the commutative diagram. 
p,~ - p~. 
(Because of (5) we can generally drop the subscript on the restriction operation 
and partial orders without confusion.) 
(6) There is e. unique ele'-nent ~ f]~<~ P~ such that p<~, 1, V ~ P~ c~ <~K. 
(7) V pe  P~, i3~= p. 
(8) p ~ ~. 
(9) Y~P,~-P~ and Vq.-P~ such that q~t3~ , we have p~q;  i .e. , /~ is the 
maximal element of Po for which p<~,(~o. 
(10) If q~olS~, then ~ re P,,, ?~ =q and r~p.  
Generieity is defined as umal. 
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Definition 2.2. G ~P~ is said to be P,,-generic overM or simply a-generic iff (1) 
l E G, (2) V p E G, V ~ ~, p, we have q ~ G, (3) V p, q E G, 3 r E G such that r%,p, 
r ~ q, (4) for all sets D ~ M which are dense in P., G N D ¢ O. 
Dehi t ion  2.2.1. If X~P. ,  then )~-s ={/so IpeX}.  
l~mma 2,2.2. If O is a-generic, then V/3~<a, (~o (=Go) is 13-generic. Note that 
Ga = G N Pa by Notation 1,2(2). 
ProoL $.E Go; thus we only have to check Definition 2.2(2)-(4). Let p e G o, then 
r l r~G ?o=p. Now q, ,>r~q~G;  in particular ~°=pEG,  whence pEG o. As- 
sume p, qEG o, say p=~*o q=~*o, p*,q*EG. Then 3r~G,  r-%.p*, r~q* ;  
therefore G o 9 ~a .% p, ~o .<0 q. Finally assume D E M is dense in Po. We must find 
p E D f'l G o. Now let D* = D O{p E P,~ - Pga [/S o E D}, We claim that D* is dense in 
P~. For let p E P.. then. since D is dense in Po. :1 q E D, q <~a/S°. Thus by Definition 
2.1(10), =IrEP~, ~O=q, r~<~p, i.e., reD*  and r<~p. By assumption =IOE 
D* N G ~ 0~ If p ~ D. we are done. Otherwise consider/So E G. By defnition of D* 
we must have also ~o E D, (we are using Definition 2.1(9) here), i.e., G o ,'~ D4: ~b. 
Corollary 2.2.3. For B < a <~ K, and G K-geneF.c (or simply 'generic'), G f'l P,~ = G,~ 
are an increasing sequence of a-generic sets and G o = G,~ f~ Po. 
Definition 2.2.4.Let ((P~,-q,,^a)0<~)~..=~, be a sheaf of forcing notions. 
(G . . )~  =~ is said to be a generic sheaf for ~ iff G~ is a-generic and 
Go=GPP o, [3<a~: .  
Lemma 2.2.5. /f ((P~, ~,, ^ o)~<~)~.~ = , a sheaf of forcing notions, then there 
exist generic sheaves for ~. 
Proof. Using the countability of M we choose as usual a K-generic set G for 
(P., <~.). Then by the above corollary, G n Po = Go form a generic sheaf for ~. 
For a given sheaf of forcing notions ~ and generic sheaf ~d for ~, we can define 
an ascending sequence of generic models of ZFC using valuatien functions 
defined on the elements of M h la Shoenfield [25]. 
Definition 2.3. Let G be a generic sheaf for ~9 =((P. ,~, ,  ^~)o<-)~,... We define 
by induction on set rank functions val,~ ot <~ K on M as follows: 
val.,(x)={val~,(y)13pEG,,,(g,p)~x}, xEM. 
val. are weP defined by e-induction on M. We denote N==M[G~]= 
{vaL(x) I x ¢ M}. 
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Lmmn 2.3.1. If (y, p) ~ TC(x), x ~ M implies p ~ PB, B <~ c~, then val~ (x) = valo (x), 
(TC stands [or transitive closure). 
Proof. ~ = ~.  nP~. 
By Lemma 2.3.1 we may drop the subscript and denote val . (x)=val(x)=x,  
Definition 2.3.2. (val~)..~. is said to be a valuation sheaf with respect o G. 
Lemma 2.3.2.1.  M !- N~ G N,~, /3 ~< ac ~ K. 
We also have the main lemm-. 
Lemma 2.3.3. I f  M is a countable standard mode? of ZFC, ~= 
((P~, <. ,  ^ ~)~<.)~..~. ~ M is a sheaf of forcing noaons and ca a generic sheaf or ~, 
then N~, a <~K is an ascending tower of countable standard models of ZFC 
containing M and having the same ordinals as M, such that O. ~ N.. Moreover, N. 
is a minimal model with those properties. 
The main lemma is an immediate result of the previous lemmas and the main 
lemma of the method of forcing. 
The models which we will eventually be concerned with are certain submodels 
N~*~_ N,,. These models wiil be determined by singling out special transitive 
subclasses of terms #~ ~_ M whence val~ ~' ~¢. will yield N¢~. As usual the properties 
of the various models are studied via special forcing languages ~,, c M, and 
forcing relations I~-~ c p~ x .T=. These languages are inductively defined in M from 
a given set of primitive symbols and a class M of terms. In actuality, the ~,,. ~=, P~ 
and 11-= will be defined in M by a multiple transfinite induction. We first specify 
the primitive symbols common to all languages, and define from them an arbitrary 
class M of terms, .¢ _ M, a language ~(~¢). 
Defmition 2.4. (a) The primitive symbols common to all languages are taken in M 
as follows: --1 =(0, 0) (negation), ^ =(0, 1) (conjunction), v =(0, 2) (universal 
quantification), e = (0, 3) (membership), v i = (1, i), i <co (v' are variables and are 
denoted by the letters: u, v, w. u~, vl, w~ . . . .  with the understanding that different 
letters tand for different variables). 
(b) V o =(2, t3). ~<a (these are symbols to assist in relativization of L~ to 
xa,/3<a). 
For a given class of constant terms, X_  M, we determine the terms and 
formulas of .~=(X) as follows: 
(c) Variables and constant erms are terms of .LP,,(X). 
(d) If cr, T are terms of .5~'~(X), then o 'e r  are formulas of ~,,(X); and if ¢ ,~ 
are formulas of .T.(X), then so are -tq~, A~0~,Yv~0 and V~ v~, ~<a.  
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We will adopt the following standard notation and abbreviations: 
(e) ¢ ^ 4' stands for ^ q~, 4'; we allow for free use of brackets to avoid confusion. 
¢ tv  q~.. v" • • v ¢., is an abbreviation of -3 (-3 ¢~ A- • • ^  -1 q~,. ) (compound isjunc- 
tion), ¢ --~ 4' abbreviates ¢ --* 4' (implication), q~,-~ 4` abbreviates ~--~ 4' ^  4,---> q~, 
3v ( '~v) abbreviates -3V-n (-'aV. -3) (existential quantification), tr = ~ abbreviates 
Vv ° (v~6 ~r~-~ v°~ r) (equality), and ¢r~ ~-, t r# ~- abbreviates -3(r ~ ,  -n~r = "r re- 
spectively. Also, A~=t q~, V~ ¢~ stand for compound conjunctions and disjunc- 
tkms respectively. 
We freely use standard terminology of logic for components and notions of 
these formal languages. 
Forcing relations between elements of a set of conditions. P, and sentences of a 
language .2, ll-e. ~ are defined as usual. We choose a weak forcing relation, where 
pll-q~ is understood to mean that q~ is true in all models M[G]  for whicl ~ the 
elements of G are compatible with p. 
Deh i f lon  2.$. Let (P, ~)~ M be a poset and ~(X)= ~ a language defined in M;  
then we define in MtFv,~e = IF- as follows: 
(a) o It- cr ~ r ¢~ (Y r <~ p)(=l q ~ r)(~l q'.~ q)(3 p ~ x)[q IF- p = cr and (q', p) ~ ~'], 
(b) plt-q~A~bC~pll-q~ and pll-4`, 
(c) ptt--nq~ ¢:>V q~p[ql)t~], 
(d) p tFV v qo ¢~ (V cr ~ X)[p tl- q~(o') ],
(e) for a given representation of X as the union of an increasing sequence of 
sets X~a ~<K, we have an increasing sequence of languages ~.  Anticipating 
relativization to the corresponding submodels, we take specialized quantifiers to 
replace the regular universal quantifier in which case '¢K will act as the ordinary 
universal quantifier. Thus we take: p tF Y~ v q~ ¢~(V o- ~ X~)[p IF ~(cr)]. 
As in Shoenfield [25], the following lemma can be shown by induction on rank 
of terms and length of formulas, 
Lemma 2.5.1. tl-p.:t~x~ is a well-delined relation in M. 
Notaflen 2.5.2. For given P= I J,~.~. P. and X= U...K X~, we will denote I1-~ = 
The following basic facts concerning forcing follow directly from the definition 
and are well known [1, 25, 27]. 
Del~smbBity l.,¢mm~ 2,.$.3. If  q~(u~ . . . . .  ~)  is a [ormuta of ZF containing only the 
free var~'tbles displayed. "hen {(x~ . . . . .  x.. p)[ p t~-¢(x~ . . . . .  ~)} is a definable class 
in M. 
E ~  l.,emm~ l~,4, p lF. q~ and q .< p ~ q t~ -n~. 
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Consistency Lemma 2.8.5. (i) For all peP  and sentences q~,~e, plF q~ on ::1 q<p, 
q II--aq~. 
Since we delined a weak forcing relation, then 
(ii) I f  ply-e, then 3q,< qll--aq,. Moreover, 
(iii) pit- ¢ ¢-¢ pll-~-~,~, 
Lemma 2.5.6. (i) pll-~v~¢O0/r~p)(3q-<r)[qtFcp or qlF~], 
(ii) pll- q~---* tk¢:~ 0 / rgp) (3  q~<r)[qlk'7 ¢ or qll-@], 
(iii) plk ¢..~ d/CC,[pll-¢ C~ ptk d/], 
(iv~ p It- 3 v,p~v) ¢~ [V r < P)O q ~ r)~ o" ~ x)[q I~- ~(or)], 
(v) For tr, "r ~ X, lit-or=it, pll-~r =qr ::~ plkr =tr, p l~-cr=p^p=¢=> plt-cr=¢. 
Definition 2.5.6.1. If plFq~ or pll-~q~, we say that p decides ¢ and write plI,P. 
Lemma 2.5.6.2. For all p ~ P and sentences ~, tl, E ~,  if Pll ~, pll ~. then 
(a) pllT~, pU~^t~, pllq~v~, PU~ ~ ~, PlI'¢~'~ /'; 
(b) pikq~v~C-~ptl-q~ or plb~k. 
Truth Lenuna 2.S,6.3. (i) ff O is P-generic over M, and q~ ~ ,o~[M], then 
M[G]~q~ OB p~ G, p Ik- qx 
(ii) Let ~ = ((P~, <-~, ~)~<.),,.~ be a sheaf of forcing notions and G = (G.)..~. a 
generic sheaf for ~. Then for a sentence ,¢ ~ ~(M)  N,, ~ q~ iff :1 p e G., p !~- q~. 
Corollary 2.$.6.4. I f  ~ is a theorem of ZF, then 111-~. 
Corollary 2.S.6.5. p II-~ i~ for all P-gerveric ~lters over M, G, p E G. 
Terms. Non-choice models of ZF can be obtained from a generic extension 
M[G] of M by singling out sets of primitive generic elements H with various 
symmetry properties, and considering either HODt'~(H) or Lt~(H), i.e.. the class 
of ~ets hereditarily ordinal definable from H in M, or the class of sets constructi- 
ble from H in M respectively, In our construction we shall consider tht latter, and 
it will be convenient to assume the following, mainly for absoluteness considera- 
tions. 
Assumption 2.6. M g ZF + V = L 
Moreover, our sets of conditions will already be endowed with all the necessary 
symmetry (which is customarily the case), whence also G, so that LM(G) will have 
all the particdar properties needed. It will be convenient to single our a special 
subclass ~¢_ M for terms corresponding to elements of LM(G). To this end we 
first recall the standard terms for elements of M: By ~-induction we define in M, 
~---{(~,I)1 ye x}, xeM.  
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Thus we have the following lemma. 
l~t~na 2.6.1. va la ( i )=x,  x e M for all generic G. 
~.  = U~,,~o. )~ will be defined inductively in M, initiating from sets of terms ~o 
corresponding to the transitive closure of a set of primitive generic elements 
determined by G,~. Thus we first need a transitive closure operator for terms. 
Definition 2.6.2. For x e M define 
T°(x)=x, Tt(x)={(y,p)13q, z (z .q)ex/ ' , (y ,p)~z},  
and 
T'~+~(x) = T I. T"(x), 
Now set 
TC(x)= U T"(x). 
Clearly: 
V 
Lem~ 2.6.2.1. valc~ (TC(x)) = TC(valo (x)). 
Now if all the information embodied in G were thrown in at the outset of the 
construction, various undesirable numerations of the generic objects would get 
in. Therefore we will determine from P a natural set of terms H (see Definition 
3.2.4) such that val~H contains only the set of intended generic objects. 
Defmilion 2.6.3. Let H = {(x, 1) I x ~/-/}, and define in M ,,¢o = 
T~"~ ~ E L~,,ktr~}. Assume o¢" defined ~ e On ~, and let q~(v) be a sentence C(H.U{~Ix M 
of .~L,¢ "~) with v as its only free variable. Then for any C~_ P, Ce  M, O%.c~+~ = 
{<'r, p) { z ~ a~ ~, p E C and p IF ~¢('r)}. 
Now set: 
p.,+t =p~ u ~+t 
For/3 limil. ~ : Uv~a.~"- 
Remark 2.6.3.1. The use of C c_ P enables us to easily choose special types of 
terms designating common set theoretic operations. 
Lemma 2.6.3.2 is completely obvious from the analogy of the above definP.ion 
and the definition of L(x)= U L,~(x). 
Lemma 2,.6.3.2. val~(0V') = Lv(va~(/:/)), 3,>R~ktn) and vale(at)= L(vato(/Z/)). 
In defining a sheaf of forcing notions ~=((P,~,~.,"a)a<~)~<~, conditions 
p ~ P . . t  will involve terms of ~ .  and 0-4. However, there is no circularity since by 
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our definitions Po, 13 ~a will determine a cumulative hierarclay of languages, 
~(~) ,  and forcing relation, I1-~,/3 ~< a. If G = (G,,, a ~< to) is a generic sheaf for ~,  
then G determines a tt-tower of models of ZF, valo.(,,¢,,)= Lt~(vaic~(/~))=/~, 
We will have N~. ~_ N,, = M[Go], generally with strict inclusion+ We will denote 
.T(o<to) =.T,,, the language with the specialized quantifiers replacing the universal 
quantifiers, and $~ =,,~, .T,, =.T. It is important o note: 
Lemma 2.6.4. If ~'~ , and ~i~ct, then ValG.(r)=val¢,,(r). 
This is obvious from the inductive definition of vale, 3,~tc, the fact that 
t3. = Ga f3 P~, and the following 1.emma 2.6,4.2. 
Notation 2.6.4.1. p II- o + will be used to indicate that ¢ ~ .T. and p I~-¢. 
Lemma 2.6.4.2 .  p IF-~ ~ ~ I~ ~ It-,, ~, p ~ PB,/3 ~ a. 
Proof. Obviously/5 ~t1-~ q: :¢, p I1-~ q~. On the other hand, if p I1-~ q~ and ~ I}t~ 0, then 
3q<-~/3 ", qlt-.-nq~. By Definition 2.1(10), 3rEPB, r<Bq, r<ap, whe~,ce 
rlI-Bq~ ^~0,  a contradiction. 
Notation 2.6.5. (i) If s is an expression which has an obvious formal formulation 
say, "or is a univalent function", then instead of p U-"s" we write rs jp or "rs ~p for 
p It-. "s".  This makes for easier reading and may also be used in the event s is a 
sentence of .T. 
(ii) Standard set operations and relations have their formal counterpart in .T. 
We use the following obvious abbreviations to denote them. Let tr. r, r~ . . . . .  r .  
~, then 
~+-,-,+ . . . . .  r',,l: = .~(',',, :t> . . . . .  (r,,, +.)~ 
~,,-,, r+,~ = @, ,  I>}, I>, (((r,. 17, (';'+. i)~, ,t)]. 
and by induction we also define in the obvious way ~r~ . . . . .  +.~. 
Remark  2.6.5.1. Observe the distinction between the above and, e.g,. (rt,  r~)= 
~'~1, '~2~- However, we will denote say ~h =~al . . . . .  a.~, h ={1 . . . . .  n} instead of 
[til . . . .  , h.~ as might be expected. 
~r~ ~- = {(0, P) I rank(o) < min(rank(cr), rank(r), p II- 0 ~ cr ^  p ~ r}, 
or0 r = {(0, P) t rank(p) < max(rank(tr), rank(~,), p tl 0 ~ crv p ~ r}, 
~1 ~r = {(0, P) I rank(p) < rank(<r) and p 1t-3w (0 ~ w ^  w ~ or)} 
~r ~ r = {(p, p) I rank(p) < rank(<r), p IF- p ~ cr ^  p~ z}, 
¢ r~r  =Vv (v ~ cr---~ v ~ r), 
~( r )  = {(~,~) [ rank(or) <~ rank(r), p It- cr~ T}, 
rox  rg = {((cro, try), p) I rank <r~ < rank r~. i < a and p tF- cro ~ r0 ^  ~r~  ~}, 
do"'m(r) = {(~r, p) I =lp, rank(t~.~ < rank(r), rank(or) < rank(r), and p 1t- (¢r, 0) e r}, 
r'r~g(r) ={(or, p)1~0, rank(p), rank(tr) <rank(r )  and p f l - (~ ' )e  r}+ 
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No•tlon 2.6.6. In the sequel we will need to refer to iormalization i the syntax 
of many common terms and notions together with terms specific to this work. We 
shall use a shorthand notation that will make the descriptions immedfately 
intelligible by employing terms of set theory with free variables of our la1,,guage 
or constants of our language. For example: {v}etr will stand for (3w) 
(w e ~r^0lu ~w)(u = v)). We also employ sentences in English "s"  in various 
forms, say pll-"s". We employ a shorthand that will always be clear from the 
context and we tacitly assume that there is a fixed standard procedure for 
reduction to actual formulas of our syntax. However. since a number of notions 
already come up in the definition of a condition, we list some formulations and 
their abbreviations for the record. 
fnc(v) ~-Vw[ w ~ v --'* (3u t, v l ) (w = (ut, vt)) A(V~dt, 1)1., l)2) 
[<u~, t , ,)~ o A(u~, v2)~ v --, v~ = vd] ,  
fnct-t(v) r~ fnc(t~)A(Vut, ot, oa)[(vl, tq)E v A(v2, ua)E v --> v~ = v2], 
w = dom(v)-~ u ~ w*..~.]vl((u, ot )e  v), 
w = rng(v )~ u e w,..~3t,~[(v~, u)~ v], 
equiv(v, w) ~3u(fnc~_t (u) ^ dora(u) =v/x rng(u) = w), 
lul ~ lvl ~ 3w [fncl_l(w) ^ dom(w) = u A rng(w) _ v], 
incomparable(u, v) ----~lul ~< Ivl A-~lul >t IVl, 
Df(v) ~ ~:lw[fncl_l(W) ^ dom(w) = v ^  rng(w) c v. 
In connection with Dedekind finiteness, the tollowing notions are pertinent: 
lul << tvt-~ 01 w ~ ~,) [lu × {0} 0 w x - '~ l  < Ivl] 
(i.e., u, v do not have weakly equivalent cardinalities, ee Definition 1.4) 
lul = It, l--- (~ w ~ ~,)[I u x {0} u w-~) l  = Ivl] 
(i.e., u, v have weakly equivalent cardinalities). 
Remark 2.6.6.1. << is clearly a transitive relation, and - an equivalence r lation 
in ZF. 
Definition 2.6.7. Some terms peculiar to this work are: For A ~,  
R~ (A) ~ {(p, p) I P iF,, p~_ ~,o ~o × ~'~ (A) A DE(p)}, 
For {p, A}Ofih~_~, h finite 
Ka(p, dh)~{((k, d~), P) lg -  h, k <o~, Ap It-~p e R~(A)^(k, ag)e p} 
(see Definition 1.4.1). 
By formalizing Definition 1.4.1(b)--(e) in the above manner, we can give a 
formalized version of the notions of relative abundancy and excer dveness. 
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Supports. Elements of a generic extension LM(H), H defined trom (3, are 
construetible from finite minimal sets of primitive generic elements c,t H called 
supports. Since we will have to refer to these notions and their language and 
forcing counterparts early in our construction, we give the precise definitions here 
in some breadth. 
Ddmi l ion 2.7. (i) G determines a set of primitive generic elements H, Let /Y/ 
denote the set of standard names for these elements, and let r e ~ be an arbitrary 
term. We define the support of T by transfinite induction in M. If ~'e if/, then 
supp(1-)={~'}. If 3,+1 is minimal for which ~re~ ÷~ and - ~+~ ~-- ~-~ where q~ = 
q~(tra . . . . .  tr,) is a canonically chosen sentence of ~(~v)  in which only 
cq . . . . .  (r, E if/ occur, and n is minimal then supp(r)={cr~ . . . . .  or,}. supp(r) is 
called the support of r, and is dearly well defined by induction. It is dependent on 
q~ and there is no claim of uniqueness! This is not only a matter of the 
arbitrariness of ¢. If ~" = z,, ~ = t~(p~ . . . . .  O~), n minimal, then {p~ . . . . .  ~}  is 
called a (potential) support of 1-. The above support notions are intermediary. We 
will generally be considering the following conditional support notions, 
(ii) Let H* __q/-0/, and p c P, s is said to be a rtrue/-/*-support of trip if[ there is 
a term r such that p It- ~- = tr and supp(r) N H* = s; and V q ~ p, V r '  e J such that 
q II- r = r', we have s E supp(r') f'l H*. If supp(.-) N H* = rthe true H*-support of 
(rip, then • is said to be a rtrae H*-suppo1~t term for ~rj~. In the event hat H* = 
or is obvious from the context, we usually drop it from the notation. 
We will see that for many kinds t,f H* _c i f /and for any p, cr there is always a 
q ~p and a unique finite rtrue H*-support of crjq and rtrue H*-support erms for 
Grj,. However, in the event that there are primitive generic functions (relations) 
with generic objects in the transitive closure of their fields, we do not always have 
such a unique minimal set. In this case the following notions also become 
pertinent. 
(iii) s ~_ if/is said to be a rquasi-support for cr ~o if/V r <. p. =1 q < r, :l~r such that 
qlt -cr=r and supp(r )=s;  and Vr<~p,'dp such that rlI-p=cr, we do not have 
supp(p)~ s. ~- is a rquasi-support term for o,~ o itt pll-r = tr and supp(~)= s.
(iv) s ~ i f / -H*  is said to be a rcomplete quasi-support of tr with respect of 
H' j r .  iff o has a rtrue H*-support ~ say s* and V r-<p V'r such that 7tt-r = cr and 
s* is a rtrue H*-support of z~, and supp(r)= t is a rquasi-support for cry, we have 
t-s*~_ s, and s is minimal with this pr,)perty. 
In the event of an iterated or sheaf construction, the support of a term will have 
a stratification distinct from that induced by the construction stages, i.e.. supp(~-)[' 
ct = the set of a-stage primitive generic elements in supp(z). The stratification we 
will deal with stems from the role a given primitive element plays concerning 
elements of an earlier stage, e.g.. ]~,÷t ...... :r~-* r2 [ E N,~+~, r, ~ N,~. Thus even a 
generic element is seen to have a support consisting of previous tage prhnitive 
elements, e.g., supp(f~+~.,,Q =supp(rl)Usupp(r2). In setting up conditions and 
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primitive terms, we always define a natural correspondence in M, determir~ing a 
set of earlier stage primitive terms to a primitive term. This function we denote s~. 
It is defined on t~-stage primitive terms and will give the hereditary dependence of 
a primitive term on previous primitive terms. 
De~mition 2.7.1. We distinguish between the support as previously defined and 
the hereditary support o be defined, by a capital s, i.e., supp, Supp. We set for an 
arbitrary ~r e ~¢~: 
Supp,~ ('r) = ,~pt ,~ S,,(cr). 
Lemma 2.7.1.1. I f  the range of S~ consists of finite sets, then the hereditary support 
of a term is finite. 
II)eflaition 2.7.2. In complete analogy to Definition 2.7(ii) we define the respec- 
tive hereditary support notions which we distinguish by using a capital S, i.e., 
rtrue H*-Support of trio, rtrue H*-Support erm for o'jo, rquasi-Support for trip 
and rquasi-Support term for Crjp. We omit the actua] definition which is obvious. 
3. The sheaf of forcing eomlit~ns 
Throughout the rest of the paper r shall be a fixed inaccessible cardinal in M. 
We define by induction on a a sheaf of forcing notions ((P~, <,,  ^ ~)a<~)~<~- We 
first note that once ((Pc, 6a, ~v)v<e)a,~= are defined, we automatically have by our 
previous definitions a cumulative hierarchy of languages &e(~)= ~ and forcing 
relations I~-~. It will be shown that Dedekind finite sets of N~ are vdways 
equivalent to sets of constructible rank less than R,~ ~. Anticipating thi~, 'we single 
out a class of indices to index pairs of terms of ~,~ of rank<(R,,.~)  to which we 
potentially can assign a family of mappin~ in N.÷~ as outlined in the introduc- 
tion. 
De6aition 3.1. To each pair of terms po, Ote~N(L~. , )  M associate an index 
(tx + 1, Po, 0~) = e. Such indices are called e-indices of order ot + 1. The set of 
e-.indices of order/3 ~< ct we denote by E,. 
Definition of Conditions 3.2. Elements p of P~ are triples (c, t, w) where 
(1) c is a finite partial order of terms Oe~ of rank<~.+~ (c partially indicates 
how elements of 1~ will eventually be compared). 
(2) t~_~. ×~.  x IV. (N the integers), t finite, (the purpose of t is to keep track 
of the way p must force elements o f /~  weakly equivalent), t f~  x ,~ denotes 
the projection of t onto ,~. × ~,~; it will induce an order on the levels of c. 
(3) w is a finite set of finite sequences, which may be (inaccurately) called 
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atomic conditions or preconditions, that satisfies a specific set of requi~ments to 
be listed below. 
Conditions will be ordered inversely to the amount of information they carry, 
i.e., p=(c , t ,w)%p'=(c ' , t ' ,w ' )  iff c~_c', t~t ' ,  and w~w' .  (¢ ,0,~)  will be 
denoted by 1. 
We next turn to the various types of preconditions employed and the terms 
associated with them. 
(i) 0-stage preconditions are triples of the form ( i , ] ,k) , i<to,  j<o~, k<2,  
p =(4~, 4,, w)e Po -;ff w is a finite set of 0-stage pre-conditions with the property 
that ra~ h, = {(I, k) I (/, ./, k) e w} is a function i < to. Primitive 0-stage terms are: 
a~ = {((j, k), p) t (i, j, k)a p, p e Po}. 
ai are called a-constants. A = {(a~, 1) I i ~ to}. We set: 
Ho={A}U{a~l i<to},  Fo=A,  0o=Go=~ 
(3.2.1) 
and Io = {(0, Fo, Go, Oo)}. 
(3.2,25 
(ii) Assume P~, H~, ~,,, ~,~, I1-~ defined and define the ct + 1-stage preconditions, 
conditions and terms. (See introduction in regard to the brief explanatory remarks 
injected in parer, theses.) 
(15 a quintupl.; of the form (e,l, i , tr, cr'5 where e=(a+l ,p ,p ' ) ,  i , l<to and 
~r, cr' are terms of the form (m,h) ,  m<to, hc_to, h finite, is an a+l -s tage  
preconditions (such a quintuple will assert that [~'(~r)=or'); 
(2) quadruples of the form (e,l,i, cr) e,l, i, cr as in (1) (to assert that 
o" ¢ rng(f~i)); 
(3) triples of the form (e,i, f in),e, i ,h as above (to assert f~"(cro)=crl itI 
0"o~ K(Po, ah5 ¢~ ~1 ~ K(Pt, ~ihS; 
(4) pairs of the form (e, (i, fib.)) (to assert that ~i h" = 
-h  l i  l i  - -1 -h  f'l,(a I(f~ o f f : )  )[a ]~h, l<to}) ;  
(55 sextuples of the form (e,/, k, i, j, m), k < to, l, i, j. m < to (to assert that 
| , i  • g,,~(1) = 1"~" if k = 0. and u • _ ,,,~ g,.~(15- g .k-l, if k >0).  
(6) pairs (or, tr') where m tr' are terms of the form 
{(x, p) ! x ~ U~<. [U (Ua.,~ (Fa U GAS5] k. p ~ U~.,~ e~} 
(such a pair will assert he relative order of ¢,, tr' ~ Uk~,,, [U (U~,~, (Fa U Ga))] k in 
0o.,-0. 
Notallon 3.2.3. If S is a set of preconditions, then ~a will denote the set of all 
~th stage preconditions in S. 
P = {(oo, m)I (po, p~)~ c, ~ e~_ l .  i <: 2~, 
~a = {(Po, Pt, J) I (Po, Pl, 1) ~ t. ~ ~,,~_1, i < 2} and t5 ~ = (d a, i "a, ffa) 
(where /3 -1  = B if ~ is a limit ordinal). 
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3.2.4. P~,18~a are assumed defined. The pre-conditions in any 
wp, p =(q,, t~, w~)eP~ ~.re of the above form where e are 18-stage indices 9~<a. 
We thus defined the primitive terms of ~t~ as follows. Let e = (t8 + 1, Po, P~), 
,8 < et; then ~t  
fp= {((~--~1), P) I P e P~+,, (e, l, i, o-, ,r')E w,}. 
The f~ are called f-constants. Set 
F, ={(f~% a) I i,/<¢o}, F~={(F,,~)le~E~+~}, 
g,,o-{((l,f-' ),p)IpEP~+I,(e, 0, i,j,m)ewp}. 
and for k >0 
I . i  _ • m,I g,.k - {((/, g,,~ -,), P) I P E e~.,.l, (e. I, k, i, j, m) ~ wv}. 
The u g~.k are called g-constants. 
Permutations ~r of F, induce permutations of =" g,.k in the follow2ng manner: 
¢rg,.o - {((j, 7r/; ) ,p ) lpeP~,~, (e , l , t~ , i , j ,m)ew,} ,  
and by induction on k >0, 
wgle'it¢ ={((j,/rg~./~_l). p)[ p E P8+1, (e, 1, k, i, j, m )E w,}. 
We set 
G, ={(~rg~, a) l i, l<~,O<k<o~,  ~r is a finite permutation of F,}, 
0 B is a set of pairs ((o'o, err), p), where p~ P~ and (tWo, o-~)e w v. 
Now set: 
/-~.=U {a~ l i < ¢o } U { A } U { ~::k l k < a~, l, i < co, e E U E.,÷ ,} 
u{,, 1 g; .~tk<o, l . i<o ,e~ U E~+~ U{0,1T~</3}, 
By Definitions 2.6.3, 2.4, 2.5. ~ ,  ~e, lt-~ are well defined for /3 ~a.  
The hereditary primitive support function S~ defined by induction the stage of 
primitive terms of o~ = H~: 
if e=(8+ l, Oo, O0,8<D 
S~ (f=~') = U {So (cr) I (r ~ supp(po) U supp(p,)} U {f~'~ 
s.(g~:~) = U {s~(o-) I ~r e supp(Oo) u supp(oO} u {g~:~. 
Thus by Definition 2.7.1 Supp a is also well defined. 
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Defiallion 3 ,~4.L  An index e is said to be mentioned in a condition p ~ P~ iff 
either e occurs in a pre-condition of wo or for some e* =(~+ 1, ~ ,  0~) occurring 
in a pre-condition of wo, e is an index of a primitive constant in Supp(po)13 
Supp(p0; or for some p in the field of c~ LI t~,~ ×,~, e is is an index of a primitive 
constant in Supp(#). 
Defmigon 3.~.5. p =(c, t, w)~ P,,+~ iff 16"~ P,~ and it contains ufficient informa- 
tion to meet all the requirements I - I I I  listed below concerning the parts of p not 
in 16". 
I. The following clauses are to insure that we are dealing in p = (c, t, w) with the 
right kind of objects, and their canonic representation. 
(1) If p ~ the field of c U t f~  xo~,,, (i) then 16" IF,,p ~ RA. (Henceforth we write 
simply R instead of RA since A is fixed.) (ii) If De~-Ua<~o¢o,  then 
16~ II-~ (v v ~ ~,)(0¢ L i t0) .  
(2) If e = (a + 1, p, p'), and (e, l, i, tr, (r') ~. w = w~ or (e, I. i, (r') e w, then at least 
one of p, p' belongs to o~. - ~a  <~ o~, and 0" IF. p e R A p' e R A (r E p Atr' e p'. 
(3) If also (e, i, dh)e wp, then (i) 16'~lF.tr~K(p, a h),~-~o"EK(p, t~h), and (ii) 
16" IF. JK(o, ~)J  ~< tK(p', dh)j. 
Let 0p denote the set of pairs in w, then 
(4) (i) If p, p' are distinct erms in the field of c U t l~  :( ,.~, then for no q ~< 16" 
does qlt-~,# =t)'. (ii~ If (o', ~-)e r0~p, .then for no q<~16'~ does qlF,,or = ~'. 
Remark 3.2.6. Clearly there is no point in having more than one representative 
of an object in p or even of weakly equivalent representations in c t_J t. However, 
this is not just a matter of taste; it is vital for the control of the number of generic 
functions adjoined so that all collections of them in N are not D.f. The fact that 
elements are compared at the earliest possible stage, (4)(ii), will make life easier 
in a number of respects. 
(5) Let p be in the field of r0~pUcU t l~ .  xo¢~ and let .~  denote the set of 
g, •-constants in H~ and, ~do denote just the set of g-constants in H. and .d the 
set of a-constants, then a sa~port of p is )rU~:Ud~', ~c~r ,  ~ and tih ~_.d 
(and we write p = p(~, .f, a)), which satisfies 
(i) [U  ~ is a '~ rtrue ~:,~-support of pj~. and ti h is a ° rcomplete quasi-support of
p with respect o ~:~j0. (see Definition 2.7). 
(ii) For any q<~16~ and T(~', f ' ,~h')-~p such that q l l -~p=r  and /r,(~,) is a 
rtrue :~,,-support (~d~-support) of ~rj. and ti ~' is a "rcomplete quasi-support of ~" 
with respect o ~.  jq, we have p(fi, ~) preceding r(fi, ~') in the canonic definable 
well-order of L M = Mr, where tr(fi, ~) is a formula obtained from a constant in the 
following fixed manner: 
If cr is a primitive constant the formula is v0=Vo. If ( r= 
{(p, r) i rll-,~oo(p, ~,~ a)}. we can assume that ~o(Vo, ~, f, d) does not contain con- 
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stants other than primitive ones and that it is the least such formula in the canonic 
well order of L M. Let n be the smallest integer such that the variables v,, do not 
occur in ¢%(vo . . . .  ). V m ~ n. Let ~ be obtained from ~0(Vo, ~ . . . )  by exchanging 
the first constant from the left for v, in all its occurrences. Repeating the above 
process for q~t. e~ we get a sequence of formulas q~o, ¢~, ¢2 , . . . ,  Ck, where ~k 
does not contain any constants. We set tr(u. Yc)= q~k. 
The point of this technical clause is that not only do we want pot, g, ti) to be first 
in the canonic order satisfying the support requirements, but also ~rp where w is 
an automorphism induced by a permutation on the integer indices of some 
constant, see 11(6). 
Remark 3.?.6.1. These support requirements seem unavoidable. They are used in 
our proof of condition homogeneity (Lemmas 4.2.5 and 4.2.5.3). 
IL The following requirements concern the manner c U t reflects the eventual 
comparability of the elements of R ,  mentioned in p. 
(1) If e---(/3, p~. OF) is an index mentioned in p, then either (p0, pl)~ c or for 
some negative or non-negative integer k, (Po, Pl, k)~ t. 
(2) If (P. P', k)~ t, then (O', O, -k )¢  t. Also t has the following form of transitiv- 
ity. If (O, P', k)~ t and (p', p", l)~ t, then (p, p", k + l)~ t. 
(3) Here we describe how c and t t~ ×o~ complement each other. If p, o' are in 
the field of cUt I~×o¢,  then either (p,p ' )ec or (p ' ,p)ec ,  or for some uni(t~Je 
integer k, (p, p', k) ~ t. Moreover, these three cases are exclusive. 
(4) c is a finite partial order which induces a natural order, <, on the 
equivalence classes defined on the field of c O t I~  ×~ by p -p '  iff 3k (p, p', k)e t 
and [p]-<[p'] iff (p, p') e c. 
Finally the feasibility or abundancy requirement which is the heart of the 
matter (see also Definition 1.5). 
(5) For all r <~,.l~ ' , k <co, and ¢i h, there exists q<~r and 5h* ___ dh and extensions 
c* of t.q LI c, t* of t, U t such that the field of c* LI t* I~  × ~ is the same as the field 
of c, U c U lq Ltt l,,~ × ~ and c* LI t* satisfy the clauses pecified in II(1)-(4) above. 
Moreover, if (p, p') e c*, then '~ rthe abundancy of p' exceeds that of p on t~"* by at 
least kjq; and if (p, p', m)e  t*, then rthe abundancy of #' exceeds that of p on a h" 
by m jq. (It will eventually be seen that this clause will imply that if (p, p')e c, then 
Ipl>lp'l in N,~+l.) 
(6) In this clause we incorporate a large amount of s.wnmetry potential into a 
condition by assuming that the systerr~ c, t is not chosen in a way as to preclude 
various symmetric extensions. It will be necessary to refer to definitions of 
sy= .etry in Section 4 for this clause. 
Let p = (c, t, w) = p(~, f, a) where ~ L i fo  ti = Supp(p)~ represents all g, f and 
a-constants i, the Supports of terms in the field of c U t f~  ×~- Thus we may 
a~sume Supp(p) is hereditarily closed. Let D c Supp(p) be hereditarily closed and 
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also subordinately closed in Supp(p) (i.e., if y E D and x E Supp(p) is subordinate 
to y, then x E D, (see Definition 4.2 for subordinacy notion)). We also require that 
ff fia ={a~ti<o~,a~ED}, then fi~ is in every non-empty rK~ao (see Notation 
3.2.6.2 for rK~z~). We say that D is [-closed in p. Moreover, we require that 
In this case we say that D is J-closed in p. We wish to consider good automorph- 
isms ~r which act as the identity on D and move constants in Supp(p) -D  by 
permuting a specified set of upper indices in these constants, i.e., upper left right 
or both integer indices of a constant. (See Definition 4.2.1(b) for the notion of a 
good automorphism.) Thus let S be a function defined on elements of Supp(p) - D 
and S(a,)={i}, i<co, and S(f~") is one of {{1}, {(i}}}, {/}, {{i}} and similarly for 
S(g~D. Moreover, if g~kE Supp(p) -D  has elements subordinate to it in D, then S 
will not allow the upper right index of u g~.r to be affected, i.e., S(g~D ={I}. Such 
an S is called a ,~pecif~cation f r Supp(p) over D. A good automorphism lr is said 
to be an S-translation of Supp(p) over D if it is the identity on D and moves all 
elements in the domain of S to ones not occurring in Supp(p), and S moves both 
upper indices of [u, ~i (g , ,k) ,  if S(f~ ) .... u (~g,,k) is a pair, only the left one if it is a 
singleton and only the right one if it is a doubleton. Two S-translations ~r, ~r' of 
Supp(p) over D are said to be disjoint if rng(Ir [ Supp(p))f~ rng(~r'~ Supp(p))= ~. 
Analogously we define the notions of a specification for Supp(po . . . . .  p,), S- 
translation of Supp(po . . . . .  p,) over D_qSupp(po, Pl . . . . .  p,) and the notion of 
disjoint S-translations of Supp(po . . . . .  p,) over D. 
Finally, the requirement (6) can now be stated: 
For any n<oJ and po-~tO ° and hereditarily and subordinately closed D~_ 
Supp(po), which is also ] -  and f-closed in Po, and specification S for Supp(p, Po), 
and n mutually disjoint S-translations of Supp(p, Po) over D, ~rt . . . . .  ~r, such that 
if Pl . . . . .  p, are conditions a with c~ c ~r,c~,, t~ ~ ~rd~,, and w~ ~ D ~_ w~ D, then 
p~ . . . . .  p, are coextendible to a condition re  P= such that V r '~r, k <oJ, and ~i h, 
:l q <~ r', fin* D_ fih and a system c*, t* with c* _~ c~ U ~r~c U w2c U- • - U ~r,c, t* 
t~Ulr~tUfr2tU..-U~.I such that the field of c*Ut*~x. .~ is the same as the 
field of cqUtqU1r l (cUt )U- . .U~r . (cUt ) t~×o~ and the system c*,t* satisfy 
requirements II(1)-(4) above; moreover c*, t* satisly the k-feasibility require- 
ment on ti a* with respect o q E P., i.e., if (p, p')E c*, then '~ rthe ahundancy of p' 
exceeds that of 0 on fin" by at least k ~, and if (p, p', m)E t*, then = rthe ahundancy 
of p' exceeds that of p on ~ h° by exactly m~.  
The necessity for such symmetry is obvious, however, it appears that without 
explicitly incorporating it into the condition requirements it cannot be insured. 
This was a serious stumbling block in obtaining this result. (It is not a priori 
impossible that a system c, t of p is such that l~" alltows for at most m inner 
automorphisms of any condition p*~ P=.~ extending p, for some m <¢0.) 
We need a strengthened form of this requirement expressing the further 
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symmetry incorporated in this model, due to the fact that the G,:, are to be closed 
under finite permutations of F,. We will later introduce an inessential extension of 
our conditions facilitating the dealing with this symmetry in the conditions. 
However, at this point we have to insure that c, t is chosen so as not to rule out 
the intended symmetry. We refer the reader to 6.2.0-6.2.3 for the necessary 
definitions and some perspective. 
The strengthening of II(6) is simply: 
~ are good automorphisms~ F* ~ F. The rest of the stipulation remains the 
same, 
I lL  In this subsection we deal with the various requirements on w, where 
p = (c, t, w). 
Notation 3.2.6.2. 
ra~jp = {(j, k) I (i, j, k)~ w}, 
r~, j .  = 1(~, , / )  I (e. l, i, ,r, ~r'> E w}, 
r - -R ' j  . = {tr I (e, I, i, cr>~ w}. 
rK~jp = {~i~ I(e, i. ah)e  w}, 
r Y, ap ={(i, ah) l (e, (i, fi"))e w}, 
r | . i  _ _  • g, .~J~-  {0, m) t (e, t, k, i, i, m)s  w}, 
r0jp is the set of all pairs in w, 
The stipulations on w are as follows: 
(1) rthap is a finite univalent function. 
(2) rf~jp is a finite univalent function. 
(3) r_f~,jp and rng(rf~i,)  are disjoint. 
(4) If fih e rK~ap, and ((k, ~*),(k',  ~i*'))e r/~'~ap, then g~_ h iff g'c_ h, V l<co. 
(5) If ((K, fi*), (K', fi~'))e rf~.,jp, then for some h _ g, g', f ihs rKi~jp. 
(6) If fi" e rK~jp, then rJe jp ( i ) _  fib. 
(7) r j ,  Jp is a finite univalent function. 
(8) rK~ jp is finite and if ~h, fib. ~ rKl Jr, then h ~ h' or h' ~_ h or fih Cl fib' e rKl jp. 
r I,I d (9) g~,k p is a finite univalent function. 
(10) r0jp is a finite partial ordering of its t;eld. 
l l ~  3,2.7. The stage or order of a condition p is at least c., or such that 
pEP,,. Note that a is either 0 or a successor ordinal. 
Lemmi  3.2.11. ((p,, ~ ,  ^a,)a<,),.~, is a sheaf of forcing conditions. 
1PimP. We check Definition 2.1(1)--(10). Clauses 
trivially from the definitions. To see (10) consider 
(c', t', w')= q ,q f ,  ~ = (~'~, i ~, ¢:). 
(1)-(9) are seen to follow 
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Let 
c~ = c' o c O {(Po, pO 13p', k[((po p') ~ c' ^  <a', PO e c) 
v (<po, p', k)~ t';,~p', p')~ c) 
v ((po, p') E c' A (a', p~, k) ~ t)]} 
o {(po, p,) 13p', k [((ao, a~) ~ c 
^ (p', pO ~ c') v ((pop') e c ^ (p', p~, k) ~ t) 
v ((po, p', k)~ t,',(p', aO~c)]}, 
tl = {(Po, P~, m)l~p' ,  k, 1 [((Po, P', k)~ t' A(p', pt, l)~ t) 
v((ao, p', k)~ t ^  (p', p,, l) ~ t')]}, 
WI=wUw ~. 
We denote c~ = c '(~c, t~ = t'(~t, w~ = w'(~w. 
Claim 3.2.8.1. Set r=(c~, h, w~)=q~p.  Then Pa =q, r~p,  provided that r is a 
condition. 
Proof. To see this we check I, II, IIl. We may assume that p~P~÷~, and we 
induct on a, i.e., we assume that/3 ~<~, ~ is a condition and P~ ~/3% I(1), (2) are 
taken care of by 15~> P" since the field of (cUt~ ×~.) -~v<~v is identical 
with the field of (c~t J~t t~×~)- I . J~<.~v.  The same is true for I(3), (4). 
Similarly, I(5) is concerned with p in the field of ct . J t~o  ×~.  If pe~v,  ~/<a, 
then PV takes care of it. Otherwise, the support requirement I(5) says that for no 
p* <~[3 ~are certain statement forced by p*. In particular, this is true for p*<~ ~. 
II(1)-(4) are easily seen to hold from our definition of r = q(~ p. Consider II(5). 
We have to show that for all p*<~.~'~, k<~o and fib, there exist p**<~p* and 
(~h*:sDa h proper c'~_cp.t3c, t'~_tp..t.Jt such that if (p ,p ' )cc ' ,  then rthe abun- 
dancy of p' exceeds that of p on fib* by at least kip..; and if (p, p', m)~ t', then 
rthe abundancy of p' exceeds that of p on fib* by map**. But this automatically 
follows from our assumption on 1 ~'~ !. Similarly for II(6), all 10 requirements of II I  
are trivially satisfied. 
Now if (G. ) . ,~ = G is a generic sheaf for ((P,,, <~, ^ ~)o<~)-.,. (which exists by 
I-emma 2.2.5). we get a tower of generic extensions (N,~),~<K, and the next lemma 
expresses the fact that the primitive generic elements have their intended in- 
terpretation i these models. 
We next show that the bound chosen in Definition 3.1 suffices. 
Lemma. 3.2.8°2. (i) The constructible rank of P~, is < E,~÷ I in M~ 
(ii) If p ~ {((l, ~h), p) I P ~ P~, l < w, h c o~, thi < w}, then p has constructible rank 
<R,~÷l in M. 
(Note that this implies that &ese sets have cardinality ~ ~,,, in M.) 
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Proof. The following calculation takes place n M. We prove the induction on 
a <~ K. For a = 0 this is trivial. Assume that a is limit. Then, since P~ = ~J~<~ Pa, 
a < K, the results (i), (ii) easily follow from the induction hypothesis and AC in M. 
Assume that a =/3 + 1 and that (i), (ii) arc true for 3' ~/3. Let 
p c: {((l, fib), p>l p~P~, l<,o, hcco, Ihl < c0L 
Since the constructible rank of P~ is less than RB+ 1 we easily see that the 
constructible rank of p is also<RB÷ 1 and hence also tp l~  B. There are at mo:;t 
Ra+~ different such p and hence at most l~a+le = (% p, p')~ E~. It also follows th;~t 
there are at most Ra+l possibilities for choice of ep, r~, p ~ Pa÷a. As for the number 
of possibte Wv, we note that for any given e ~ E~ we have only countably many 
ra., r tl,, r_~i and rK;jp, p ~: Pa+l, 1. i, k < co, e ~ E~. possibilities for each of j ,  ~, - ] ,  jp, s,,k~o 
Hence there are also only Re ÷~ possibilities for this respective part of wp. Next, we 
J -{ f~,g , .~ l l ,  i ,k<co, e~l  J~E~L 'I'hen consider the possibilities of r0,p. Let - ~" ~ 
all terms ~r involved in r0j~ are of the form cr c (I._Jk<, jk)  × pa. Thus since the set 
of all (or, or') for such or, cr' is of at most cardinality Ra÷~, there are all told at most 
NB÷a(=R~) possibilities for p e P,. Consequently, (i), (ii) follow from a. 
Corollm~ 3.2.8.3. The bound chosen in Definition 3.1 su~ees; i.e., every x e I¢~ is 
represented by a term in L~. , .  
Lemma 3.2.9. (1) a~=valG(a~), i<~o are , ,,erie independent 0--1. sequences o[ 
length co. 
(2) A = val~ (A) = {a, I i < co}. 
(3) If  e = (a + 1, Of, 01) and :ql, i such that valo(f; ') #,0, then 
(i) val~(0~) are different D.f. sets ~ ca x ~<~,(A), and 
(ii) Vi, l, ]~'~ are univalent maps of Po into Pa such that 
(iii) p , - rng(f~")  is infinite, or [or some k>>-O, (Oo, p~,k~t~,  whence 
Pl - rng(f~ '~) = k. 
(4) I f  e is as above, then g~={f ,  ~'',/<ca}, i<co is a set of semi-independent 
generic maps in the following sense: 
(a) For any {l, . . . . .  l~}~<co; k<co, re<ca and " rp~po and pelion, there 
exists an x~po-  p such that f~,''(x) ¢ f~"~(x), ie  j. On the other hand: 
(b) For any p~ Po as in (a) k < ~o and m < ~o ~ h = o~, h finite, such that 
K(po, h)~l~-p~lK( l~,h) l>>-k,  and Vx~K~o,h) ,  Vi, j~ca, f~' ' (x)= 
f" ' (x) .  
(c) For all finite h = ca, and m < co, there exists a finite decomposition of e~ into 
countable (infinite) sets 1to . . . . .  Ilk, such t~hat Vx~K(oo ,  h) and i , j~  
H,, 1 <~ k l ; " (x)  = l~'~(x). 
(5) If, i ¢ j, then ~;~, ~ are independent generic trtaps over N~. 
(6) ~'~ g . , i l < ~o, 0<k<ca,  are independent generic univalent maps over N ,  of co 
onto G,'.~_~ = {g~,'-I [m <ca} i[ k>0,  and onto F ~- g k =0.  
(7) F, = {./~l i, 1 < ca}, ~.~ = {wg~ I 1, i < co, w are transformations induced by 
finite permutations o[ F,} and G~ = L.J~<,, G~.~. 
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(8) F. ={F. I e~F-~}, G. ={G. leeE.}.  
(9) 0. is a generic ordering o[ff~(l.jk<., [[.J [-JB-,,, (FBUGa)]k) . 
(10) lg~ --A U{A}UG. UF,~ U{0~ Iv~a}.  
(11) i~ = {(~1, F0, Ge, Oe} I ~l ~ a}, 
Proof. (1), (2) are well-l"qown facts. (3)(i) follows from I(1), (2) and (4); (3)(ii) 
follows from Ili(2) by standard arguments; (3)(iii) follows from 11, III(3) and the 
finiteness of r[~.ijp, r_2f~jp ' also (4)(a), (b) follows from the above finiteness 
properties, I(1), (2) and III(2), (3) and (10), by standard considerations; (4)(c) also 
from finiteness and I(3) of the forcing definition (5), (6) follow from finiteness and 
independence of rja~]p, tf~]p, i~: ]. (7)-(10) follow trivially from the definition of 
the constants and a valuation. 
Remark 3.3. We will see that though F~, G,.k are members of N,,, F~, G~.k are 
not. 
4. Symmetry 
In this section we study the symmetry properties of the conditions, and, 
consequently, of the languages, forcing relations and their respective models. The 
symmetry is a combined resu;t of the kinds of freedom manifested in the 
conditions and the particular internal models considered. As usual this symmetry 
will be represented in the at~tomorplzism groups of the forcing relations which we 
now proceed to define. 
Definition 4.1. Let ~1, ~ be permutations of ~0 moving only finitely many ele- 
ments. *1 will ind~lce apermutation ~r, of {a~ I i < o~}./x will induce in M permutations 
~r~" and ~r~: k of -[t-'i I 1 < o}, and ~'~ g' {g,.k[ l < oJ}, respectively. 
~r, ~,ill permute {t~,[ i < oJ}, {G~.kl i < ~o}, k < co and t~aeir respective lements in 
These permutations will be arranged to act as automorphisms on P,,, ~ and 
It-,,, by an induction on ~. Except when specification is necessary, we simply write 
~r for any of the above mentioned automorphisms. We will define 7r, by induction 
on order, first for indices e ~ E,~, then on preesJnditions and primitive terms. 
sLt l,i a,, s, ,  g,.k, i, l, k <~ and finally we will extend the action of ~r to conditions, 
terms, formulas and IV as follows: 
Conclirions. Let p = {c, t, w}. Set 
w(p) = Or[e], ~r[t], "n'[w]}, where ~'[c] = {(~rO, ~rp'} t (P, P'} E c}, 
=[c] ={Ow, ~rp'} ! (o, 0'}~ e}, 
w[t] = {(~rp, ~p', k) l  (p, p', k}~ t}, 
~rEw] = ~r"w. 
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Tetras. By induction on rank, we define err = {(~rcr. wp) ] (tr, p> e ~r}, r ~ o~. (Note 
f , i  K.t that ,tr~, ~r,.~ ~nd ~ are automorphisms of the constants F,~ and G~.) 
Formulas. Let ~ = ~(tr~ . . . . .  ~r~), where tr d are all the terms occurring in ~0. 
Then ~r~0 =~(~'o1 . . . . .  ~rtr,). 
The Forcing Relation. (p, p>~ IF ¢~ (~rp, ~r#)e ~rIF. 
It remains to define ,rr on E~, and ath  stage preconditions. 
a O. Eo=¢.  We set ~r,<i,],k) (~(i), j, k). If ~r=lr~ "~, ~' or It,, then ~r acts 
as the identity on the above preconditions. Assume ~r defined for/3 ~< a ;  we now 
define for a + 1. 
(1) If Ir=~ra, or ~r ~rte,, g 7r,,, and the order of e' is ~a ,  we define as -~- ,TT¢, k % 
follows: For e = (a + 1, Po, P~), ~re = (a + 1, lrp 0, ~rp~). On a + 1 stage precondi- 
tions we define: 
rr(e, l. i. or. or') = < ¢:e. l. i. ~,r. ~'~r'>. 
~r(e, 1, i, o') = Ore, l, i, ¢rtr>, 
~r(e, i, t~ h) =(,re, i, ~r(c~)>, 
~r(e, (i, iis>) = (ere, (i, ~r(as))), 
rr(x. y> = (~rx, ,ry). 
(2) Let e, e* e E~+,, then 
w~'~(e. 1. i. or. or'> = (e. ~( l ) .  i, or, cr'), 
~r~"<e, L i, a)=<e,  ~(l), i, ~>, 
~r~.'<x, y) = (,~"x, ~"y>, 
~r~ "  is the identity on all other ct + 1 stage preconditions; 
,.~e, 1, k, i, j, m) = (e, ~(l), k, i, j, m>. 
f~,i __ ~ , i  g, i  ~.~<x,  y) - <,r,.~(y). ~r,.~(x)>, 
~r~.~ is the identity on all other a + 1-stage preconditions; 
~r.(e. t. i. or. cr'> = <e. l. ~( i ) .  O'o. o-'), 
rr~(e, l, k, i, cr, or'> = <e, t, k, Ix(i), o', cr'>, 
'try(e, l, i, cr>=(e, l, Ix(/), o,), 
re<e. i. ~") = (e. u.(i). ~">, 
re<e, (/, a~>> = (e, <Ix(i), a~)), 
re(x, y> = (,rr,,x, z-,y>. 
(3) ¢r~j', " rr,.~, rr~ act as the identity on all/3-stage precondition~ fl ~ a, e ~ Ea+,. 
Since these are all the possibilities, our definition is complete. 
By our definition ~ acts on all elements of P, ~,  and IF. It remains to show that 
w is an automorphism of P and IF. In fact we must also show that ~rp is a 
condition p ~ P. 
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Symmetry i~'mmata 4.1.1. (i) p ~ P, ::~ arp ~ P,. 
(ii) ~r is an automorphism o[ P,,. 
(iii) *r is an automorphism of It-,,. i.e.. p I1-~ ¢ ¢,, arp 11-~ rr¢, a ~ ~. 
This result follows directly from the fact that the forcing definition is impartial 
to the particular indices of the a-constants, f,-constants and g~.~-constants. This is 
easily verified by a multiple induction on ix, complexity, and rank; in particular a
systematic check shows that all the stipulations on concfitions are preserved. We 
shall briefly check the details. Provided that arp is a condition, the fact that 
p lt-~0 ¢~ .trpll-*r~p follows by a standard inductive argument on complexity and 
rank of q~. Also the fact that ~r is an automorphism of P~ follows simply from the 
fact that p = (c, t, w)<p'  = (e', t', w') iff c ~_ c', t ~ t' and w ~ w', ?.rid inclusion is 
trivially preserved by w. Thus it only remains to show that p e Po ¢~ ~rp ~ P,. This 
is done by induction on a. For ~x = 0 the Symmetry Lemma is standard. Hence 
assume the lemma true for ~ and prove for a + 1. Let p e P,+a. Then I~% arP ~ = 
~p"e  P~. We first verify that regardless of what level and way w acts that ,rp ~ 
contains all the information ecessary to assume that wp is a condition. 
If - f ,r w,, *rc.~ or *r, and ~ acts as the identity on p, then there is nothing to 
prove. Thus first assume that the order of e is ~x + 1 and *r = ~r~, lr~.k or ~'~ acts on 
p (hence not on #"). Moreover it does not affect indices occurring in p; and if 
p -- (c, t, w), then *rc = c, *rt =: t. Clearly then, all clauses in I and II of Section 3 
are satisfied. Consider, there ;ore, clause (1)-(10) of III. (t) is trivial and (2), (3) 
follow immediately from the fact that at most ~r acts as a permutation of one of 
the upper indices of rf~,~jp; ,~4), (5) follow from the fact that *r does not affect 
E,,+t, and the permutations of co preserve inclusion and disjointness. (6) foUows 
from the fact that either *r acts as the identity or ~r =wa and it permutes the 
constants involved. (7) follows from the fact that at most *r permutes one of the 
upper indices of rgl;' kjp. (8) tollows similarly. 
f.i g.i Thus assume ~: =~r,, or ¢r = ~r,. rr,.k, ,r,, where the order of e is ~cr, and 
consider I. All clauses of I are the forcing~ of statements ~o concerning various 
components of 19, by ~3 ~. By way ~r distributes over sequences, i.e., ~r(c, t, w)= 
(*rc, ~rt, *rw), ,re -- at(18. Po, ~)=(18, *tOo. *rP~) and similarly for the preconditions 
and elements of c, t, and by the fact that I~ ~ t1-,, ¢~ *rib ~ ILk*r*, we easily see that 
I(1)-(5)0) hold. [(5)(ii) also holds, for assume pO r. ~ ,a )¢cOt I~, ,×~,  . Then 
*r[fLI ~] is a ~ rtree ~-suppor I  of ~rpam~. by the induction hypothesis; and by the 
same token, *rh i,. a rcomplete quasi-support of ~rp with respect o 3 :  a~-. Now 
note that if ~r~, ~, ~) is ~.ny term, then ¢r(~, .~ i)=(w~r)(fi, ~, i ) .  Therefore, 
assume that q~<*rl~ ~ and q t~-~*rp =r(*r0r), *r(~), 6,') and -a r i l l ,  ~r[~] is a true 
~,~-support~ of -r, and ¢i' is a rcomplete quasi-support of ~- with respect o ~,~,  
and that r(fi, ~, i ' )  precedes (*rp)(fi, ~, i )  in the canonic well-order of L ~. This is a 
contradiction to our assumptions on p, p. 
Consider 11(5). L~t r<,~r~", k <to, h~<, , (o~) ,  We seek q<,,r, ~ '~_d  ~ such 
that if (p, p')~ c~ O *rc, then "tthe abundancy of p' exceeds that of p on d~" by at 
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least k aq; and if (p, p', m) E t 0 tq, then rthe abundancy of p on fib* by m Jq. Now 
~r-~r~,, rr-~(lf i  ~) = ibm; hence by assumption there is a q <0 ,r-tr, and ti~*_~ ~-~'  
such that if (p, p')~. co Pc ,  then "rthe abundancy of O' exceeds that of p on ti ~* by 
at least k.t,~, and if (p, p', m)~ t, U t, then "tthe abundancy of p' exceeds that of p 
on fib- by m ~,. Then by applying ~r we get ~rq~r,  f i "P"~ ti a, and if (Trp, ~rp')~ 
c,,~ O rrc., then "fthe abundaney of ~rp' exceeds that of ~rp on ti '*[h*] by at least 
k~=~. Similarly for (~rp, ~rp', m)e  t~ Ll~rt. Thus 1I(5) holds for ~rp. II(6) holds by 
similar arguments. 11(1)-(4) follows from the distributivity of ~r. III(1)-(10, ~
simply follow from the fact that ~r only affects the e-indices of the (a + 1)th stage 
preconditions, as well as /)". 
I~a i t lon  4.2. ,t.~ '*'~ k* k* g,,k is said to be subordinate to g,,k* if[ k < or k = and 
j= j* ;  also [~" is subordinate to g~'~k for any l , j  and k. 1~, f~'/" are affiliated iff 
e = e' and i = i'. We will also extend the relation of subordinacy to the corres- 
ponding functions in a natural way. i.e., ct is subordinate to ,riff cr is subordinate 
to T. x is said to be insz:bordinate to y if[ x is not subordinate to y. If p = (c, t, w) is 
a condition, we define in complete accordance with the above the relation of 
subordinance between preconditions and the non-empty functions r/~]p and 
r ~.i i g,,,t z,, i.e.~ a respective part is subordinate to another iff the co~responding 
functions they speak about are subordinate. 
Deflni~on 4.2.1. (a) A basic automorphism ~r is said to be subordinate to a basic 
automorphism ~r' iff the constants moved by ~r are subordinate to those moved by 
(b) A b~sic automorphism 7ris said to be of order 0 if 7r = ~ro,, i < to. It is said to 
be of order a if 7r = ~r¢~ " , 7r~. or ~r, and e is of order a. If (Tr 0, ~rl . . . . .  ~r,) are 
automorphism of order a such that no 7r t is subordinate to ¢r with j '>  j, (i.e., if 
j > j ' ,  then ~r i is insubordinate to lr r then 0to, ~rt . . . . .  ~rn) is said to be an a-good 
sequence). ,r = ~roolrl . . . . .  It,, is a well-defined composition and is said to be a 
good automorphism (or just an automorphism) of order a. If ('fro, Irl . . . . .  ~r,) are 
automorphisms of orders, 130 </3~ <" • • < 13, ~< a, respectively, then (*to . . . . .  ~r,) is 
said to be a good sequence, ~ro o *rl . . . .  o ~r~ is a sell-defined composition which is 
said to be a good automorphism (or just an automorphism). Let F denote the set 
of good automorphisms and/-~ the set of good automorphisms of order a. It will 
be convenient to use good automorphisms though note that the inverse to a good 
~utomorphism at0 o ~x . . . . .  ~r~, ,r~ ~ . . . .  o ~ro t is generally not good. 
(c) We denote by FA the subset of F consisting of ,r which are compositions of 
w,'s, and by F~ the subset of F consisting of good ~r which do not have elements 
of F,~ as factors. We employ self-explanatory notation for other subgroups of F. 
e.g., 
I~F = {w ¢ F [ the basic components of ar are of the form ~r~", 
e of order a}, 
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FF, FG, FG,k and 
Fe = {~ ~ r I the basic components of ~ are of the form 
f .t  ~,t ~r~, ~¢~,k and ~r,} 
=/'~.e U/o.,. 
(Note that factors of the same order and subordinacy level but of different type 
commute, e.g., "tr f'io lr,,f"'-- _,~'f'v, ,rt~;~ o Ir, = w, o 1r~'i.) 
Defimition 4.2.2. (i) Let X be a formula or term of .~,,. We denote the ~= support 
of X by (f, g)-supp(~). The set of all f~.i and g~k constants in the ~,,  support of 
is denoted by if, g)-supp(~). Similarly we define various other subsupport systems 
by (a)-supp(x), (/)-supp(x), etc., in the obvious way. We analogously define 
sub-hereditary supports, e.g., if, g)-Supp(~). 
(ii) The [ree support (Support) of X is the set of insubordinate elements of the 
(/, g)-support ((/, g)-Support). Similarly we have the free ([, g)-Support(x), (.f, g)- 
Support(x), etc. 
We will not be concerned with the extent that a-constants are free or not in X, 
though this could have meaning relative to a condition p and certain [~'s. 
(iii) Let K~r , , ,p=(c , t ,w)aP=.  Then p~'K is the triple (c',t',v~') obtained 
from p as follows: w' is wp less all preconditions speaking about [~ or g~ which 
are not in K or subordinate to elements in K. c' is obtained from % by 
eliminating pairs (P0, Px) for which the ( f  g)-Support of at least one p~ contains an 
[, or g constant hat is not in K nor is it subordinate to an element in K. t' is 
similarly obtained from ~,, i.e., tp less all triples (Po, P~, m) for which the (.f, g)- 
Support of at least one ~ contains an [, or g constant not in K nor subordinate to 
an element in K. PIwK=(c, t, w'). 
If K is hereditarily dosed,  i.e., V x ~ K, (_f, g)-Supp(x)_~ K, then p I K is not a 
condition, nor is it true that if pll-¢, then p ISupp q>ll-~. However, though pI,~K 
is not formally a condition, this is the restriction needed; i.e., if pll-~, then also 
P t~ Supp(~) II- ~. A refinement of the condition notion will be introduced to cope 
with this, see Definition 4.2.4.1. 
(iv) If p is a condition, then the ([, g)-Support of p is the set of all f, g 
constants, x, that are spoken about in p, i.e., rx jp~¢ or are included in the 
(f, g)-Support of some p in the field of c U t I~ × ~. For x ~{[, g, a} we define the 
x-Supp(p) in the obvious way. 
In the sequel we will be concerned primarily with the hereditary support. 
No , l ien  4.2.3. (a) If K is a set of terms, formulas, or conditions, and x c {f, g, a}, 
then x-Supp(K) = I..J~ED X-supp(z). ~7 will generally be a finite set, e .g,  {p, q, ¢}. 
(b) If p - (c ,  t, w), then F(c, t) det~.,tes the field of c U t~ x~.  
(e) A constant x in the Support o~ p is said to be menaoned in p. 
If rx ~v ~ ~, it is said to be spoken about in p. A constant O in F(c~, ~,) is also said to 
be mentioned in p. We say that p is an R-constant me'~lioned in p, 
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The treatmt;nt of a-Supports is more involved than usual because the a- 
constants are generally subordinate to the F.-Support elements. In ,order to 
express the relevant heorems, we need a few more nolions. 
l[~tlatttou 4.204. (i) Let p(fih)=(c,t,w), then c~h*, (tth*),  is obtained from 
c, (t), by eliminating all pairs (triplets) in which there occurs a term that mentions 
an a-constant from f ih_ f i , ,  w~h* is obtained from w by eliminating all 
preconditions which mention or speak about an a, ~ f ia - t i  h*. We set p Ifi"*= 
p t h* =(c, t, w fh*). 
(ii) p(fih) is homogeneous on ~t h', h*c_h, iff pI~fi h" is a condition and 
Vq (fib*tO ~iw).<p i,~fi~* with ,f-Supp(w~) =/-Supp(wp), and all ~r~ = ~" such that ~r 
is the identity on ti h" and w"fi w f3 f i~a, = 0, ~rq and p have a common extension. 
We can new state a pack of lemmas to be proven simultaneously b  induction 
on a, 
Condition refinement 
We would like to have a lemma of the kind p l l -q~ pl'5~-supp(~)l~-~¢, p= 
(c, t, w). However elements may be thrown out of c tO t, in which case it is possible 
that an extension of p r~:-supp(~) will eliminate all possibility of eve1 talking 
about some family of e's in q'-<q which were mentioned iv. p but not in ~. Now it 
just may be that the truth of q~ is dependent on whether some family of F~'s is not 
empty, where e =(or, O o, P~) and ~:-supp(po, 00~-supp(tg)- (~:-supp(~0)) ,  for 
such a family may be contemplated in q~ using only ~-functions of supp(~), (of 
course the family will have to also encompass F~, for a broad range of 7r)). In that 
case an extension q of p f~-supp(~o) may force the family empty whence falsifying 
~. There we see that the parts c, t in p yield serious complications of standard 
type arguments. However, it still is intuitively clear tha~ the particular bit of 
information in w~ on [~, n g,.k, s not mentioned in ~ should not affect the truth of q, 
even though the mode of comparision reflected in e itself mlght. In order to deal 
with this situation effectively, we inessentiaUy broaden our notions of forcing and 
condition as follows. 
Delt~tion 4.204.1. A triplet (c, t, w) is said to be a condition~ iff for some 
(c', t'. w')~. P~, c c_ c', t ~ t', and w ~_ w'. Condition,~ extension, is as usual. 
I~fufit ion 4.204.20 A condition,,, p is said to force~ f¢, (p I~-~ ), if[ fc, r no q ~ P,,, 
q -4~ p do we have q II- 4 ~q~. 
Since we previously defined a weak forcing relation these are actual extensions 
of the notions of a condition and forcing initially defined. This ~xtension is 
inessential in the following sense: since P. is dense in the extension P~,. a generic 
G'. for P" includes a generic (3. for P~ and generic G~ for P~ yields a unique 
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generic G" = {p'e P ' l~  P ~ G,,, p '< p} for P'~. Thus we get the same models. For 
simplicity we use the original notation in the broader sense except when tht 
distinction i.~ necessary. 
We will prove that if plF~o, then no extension of p ~,~-Supp(,)  can force -m¢¢, 
i.e., in the broader sense p ~ ~-Supp(,)II- q~. 
Homogenei ly  Lemma 4.2,5. Let pc  P, be a condition and D~_ Supp(p) be 
hereditarily and subordinately closed, and also J- and f-closed in p. Let S be any 
specification for Supp(p) over D and assume that ~r~ . . . . .  ~r,~ ~" are any n 
mutually disjoint S-translations of Supp(p) over D; then if p~ . . . . .  p, are condi- 
tions,~ such that c~_  ~qq,,t~ - ~r~tv and w~D~_ w~D,  l <~i~n, then p~ . . . . .  p,, 
are co-extendible to a condition of P,~, (see II(6)). 
Lemma 4.2.5.1 (~-res,riction). I f  p IF, , ,  then p I,,, ~-Suppp(t¢)It-, q~. 
Lemma 4.2.5.2 (~:-Support). (i) V p e P~, V ~" e ~,  3 q ~ p and ~r ~ ~ such that ~ rcr 
is a true ~;,-quasi-Support term for T ~q. 
(ii) VpeP~,V  ~.e~,p l~-~, reR . : tq~p and c r~ such that r~r is a true ~:~- 
Support erm for ~ j~. 
Lemma 4.2.5.3 (,~l-homogeneity). Vp(fih)eP~ and ¥fi~", there exists a p(fih-), 
h* ~_ h Id h' such that p* is homogeneous on fin*. 
Lemma 4.2.5.4 (M-restriction). If p (fi h* O fih') IF~ ~ ( fi ~) and p is homogeneous on 
fib*, h * D_ h, then p~fih*lF~. 
Lemma 4.2.5.5 (M-Support). V p e P~, V • ~ 3~, 3 q <~ p and 3 cr ~ ~ such :~mt rcr 
is a complete quasi-support term [or T with respect o ~;aq. 
Lemma 4.2.5.6 ((c, 0-extension). Let p = (c, t, w) E P,, +~; p e ~,. and ~" IF,, p ~ R; 
then there is a O*E~ and a (c*, t*, w*)= p*~p such that rp, is a true ~-  
Support erm for pip-, and I't9" is a complete quasi-support term for p with respect c 
~:a-Snpp(p*)sp-, and p* is in F(c*, t*). 
Prools. For ct =0, Lemmas 4.2.5 through 4.2.5.2 are trivially true and the 
homogeneity, M-homogeneity, ,~-restriction, and M-support lemmas are well- 
known facts. Only the (c, 0-extension lemma remains to be proven. In order to 
prove the (c, 0-extension lemma we need the following sublemma. 
Sublemma 4.2.5.6.1. Let p =(c, t, w)E P~+~, p~ and/)~II-~0~R; then there is 
a p* ~oCa, p'~<,~/~'~ and c* ~_ c(~cp,, t* D ~,(~ t, w* ~_ wv, U v~ such that (c*, t*, w*) 
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so ~, ~fies all the requiremen,s of a condition except possibly II(f~, and 
F(c*, t * ) -  Ftc ~ , t *''~ ) = F(c, t ) -  F(~ ~, f") 
and p * ~ IF(c*, t*)- r(~", 7"~. 
l h '~ .  a=0.  Assume p=(c,t,w>~P1, and /~°=(l~,~,~°>ll-op~R, p~t  o. If 
3 q <~ol~ °, and p*~ F(c, t)- F(d °, t~) such thaz q Ikop = p*, we are done. Otherwise 
there is a qo ~<o/~° such that q I~-o p~ p*, for all O*~ F(c, t)-F(~ °, ~o). Let ql %oqo 
and p* be such that rp .  is a complete support term with support = ~-support  = 
ah*jq~ and such that p* satisfies the canonicity requirement I(5)(ii) of Definition 
3.2, These can clearly b~ found. Let po - - -q lOp=(c  t.w,,Uw~) (see Claim 
3.2.8.1). Let tlt(r, t~ h, l, p', p") be tnc stat~.ment: rthe abundancv of O' exceeds that 
of p" by i on tiaj,, and let t~÷(r, a", l, p', p") be the statement, °rthe ai;,mdancy of 
p' exceeds that of p" by at least l on tiha,. ,'~-Po. Set, 
q~(r, a", l)= A tl'÷(r,C~a,l,p',p")/x A ~(r, 6", k, p', p"). 
(p'. p". >~c kJ¢. (o', p', k>~tUt~ 
Consider H = Pox c,~<,~(A)x towith the poser topolegy, where the partial order 
on H is the product of the partial orders <., c_, ~ on Po, ~<,~(A)-~ and 
respectively. By our assumptions on p, 
D~ = {(r, t~ h, l) I Po~ r ~ Po, ~h c ~<~(A) ,  l~ to, and ~(r, t~ a,/)} 
is dense in Uoox~<,o(A)×to=H~. (U~ represents the part of a partial order 
below x.) 
Let Po, P~ . . . . .  p,~ be a maximal chain in c (c = t = ¢ is trivial; just set c*= 0, 
t* = {(p*, p*, 0)}). Consider the following sets: 
D~ = {(r, a", I) E Dpo [ ~÷(r, a h, l, p*, p~}/x ~b~(r, aa, l, p,÷~, p*)}, 0 ~ i ~< m, 
D_~ = ((r, a", l) e Dt~ I O+(r, t~", l, p~, p*)}, 
D,~ ÷~ = {(r, 5". l) e Dpo I ~+(r, a n, l, p*, p,~+~)}. 
If one of the above D,'s is dense in H~ say D,., le~' c* be an extension of c by 
including all (p', p*) where (p', ~.)  e c and (p*, p'> where (p,., p') ~ c. Set t* = 
t LJ{(p*, p*, 0>}. Set p* =(c*,  t*, wt~>. Clearly p* satisfies all requirements of a 
condition except possibly I1(6). If none of the above D,'s are dense, consider the 
sets: D, ={r,~,l)~Dl~÷(r,a~',l,p*,p~_O}, 0<i~m-1,  and Do=(r, Fa",l)e 
D~ ! g,(r, a ~,/. p~, p*~}. 
At least one of the D~- sets is dense in H~o, 0~ < i ~< m + 1. Let i* be maximal for 
which D~-. i,'~ dense in Hn,, (hence D~- is dense in Hn,,i<~i *, if i *>0).  Clearly 
i* < m + 1 by our assumptions, Assume i* > 0 (i* = 1 :s treated analogously). 
Since i* is n~ax~al,  {(r, 5 ~, l) e D?.+, I rthe abundance of 0* exceeds thai of p,. by 
at least l on ~"~,} is not dense in H~. Hence for some finitt h* c_ to and i~ateger k* 
(positive or negative), and r*-<po such that (r*,~"*,k")aO~,, we have that 
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J(r, fib, k*)ED~I r<r*, fih*_cfi~' and rthe abundancy of p*  exceeds that of p~. by 
k* on fib Jr} is dense in U~.x U,~..x{k*}, (Ua~.={fi h Ifi h ~_fi"'}). W~ then set 
c* = c t_! {(o', p*) I (p', p,-)~ c}U(p*, P') I (t~-, p')~ c} 
and set 
t* = t O {(p*, p', k') [ 3k, (~., p', k) E t and k' = k* -  r} 
U {(p', p*, k') I :ik, (p', ~., k)~ t and k '= k*-k}. 
Now set p* = (c*, t*, w,.). It is now clear that p* is at least 'almost' a condition 
with p*~ F(c*, t*), as required. 
In order to prove the (c, 0-extension lemma for a = 0. we consider the proof of 
the sublemma nd show that we can position p* so that in fact (c*, t*, w*) also 
satisfies I1(6). Assume that Po%olfi ° and that ~°ll-p~R and that.as in the 
sublemma Po forces all necessary facts about p*, Let D c Supp(po,/~), then since 
D c_{a,[i<to}, say D=t~ h, D is trivially hereditarily and subordinately closed 
and also •-closed in Po. Let Supp(po, p)= fib. A specification S for Supp(p0, p) 
over D is simply a map with domain an ' -  5h and S(a~) = i ~ h ' -  h. Let *rl . . . . .  ~r, 
be mutually disjoint S translations of Supp(p, Oo7 over D (any n permutation of 
Supp(p, Po) -D  to ones not in $upp(p, Po) and with disjoint ranges are such,) Then 
dearly (0. 0, w')= (~, ¢, *rl(w~ O. ' -U  *rn(w~)) is a condition. Moreover, by the 
Homogeneity Lemma for a = 1 (which is independently shown below for a + 1), if 
(*rlc, ~rit, wi)= P~<--Po and w~ ~D ~_Wr~D, l<~i<~n, then Pa . . . . .  Pn are coe~.tendi- 
ble to a condition p* ~ P~. By I(5), p* = (c*, t*, w*) forces all necessary statements 
with respect o ~rlp* . . . . .  ~r,p* and by the sublemma we can extend p* to a 
condition p** such that ~rto* . . . . .  ~r,o*eF(c**, t**). There are only finitely 
many level positions P* can occupy in an extension p" = (c", t", w") of p' relative to 
the structure c, t, i.e., either between, above or below determined levels of c, or in 
some level. (p* is in some extension r of poll p forcing this level itt for some 
po~F(c, t), and k (Po, P*, k)~ t".) If the number of possible positions p* can 
occupy in any level is finite, (i.e.. for any level I c_ c and poe I there are only 
finitely many k for which there are p"<p' such that (po. O*, k)~ tv.), then for any 
given m the~e is an n~m large enough such that for some %, . . . .  ~r~., w~p* 
occupies the same position relative to ,r,c, 7r~t in c*, t*. Moreover for n suffi- 
ciently large and w~, sufficiently varied we can also be assumed that the w~, and 
the 7r,~ are not unnecessarily restricted. Thus if we extend PoOP to p*= 
(c*, t*, w*) such that F(c*, t*) = F(c, t) U {p*} and O* occupies this position, then 
we are also assured that p* satisfies requirements II(6). 
If the nur~aber of positions that P* can occupy in a given level is essentially 
infinite, i.e., there is no extension r<poO p forcing that there are only finitely 
many possibilities for P*, in an extension of r, hence there are k~, n <to and 
extensions q~ of any r<poU p such that (po, P*, k~)e t,~ for some fixed po~ 1 ~ r 
(we can assume that all /q, are >0 or all are <0). Clearly, the abundancy 
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requirement will also be satisfied if p* occupied a position in a level between that 
of Po and the one above, if the k~ > 0, or between that of Po and the one below if 
the k, <0. For assume k~ >0 and let m >0 be given. We want to show that for 
any 6h there is an a~'_~,i a and for any r'-<poUp there is an r.<r' such that 
rqko A (IK(P',ah')l-IK(P,~n')l>m) 
(P~ 0')¢ ¢,' 
A A (IK(p, r ib') l -  lK(ta ', t~a')l = l) 
(p, p', Det., 
A (IK(o*, a"')l - IK(po, ah')l > m). 
Now choose k, > m and q~ from the above sequence, q,. is deafly as required. 
Consider now p*-c,a-p~ . . . . .  ~rp, and let p**<p* be obtained by extending c*  t* 
to include ~r~O* . . . . .  or, p* as above. If we cannot extend p* to p** so that 7r~p* is 
in a level between that of 0o and the next (above or below accordingly).~ then it 
mustbe  because of the restraints imposed by the feasibility considerations of
c* -c  *°, t * - t  *° since we have assumed that there is no extension in Po of Po (~) P 
forcing this. However, in this case let r<poQ p 1>~ a conditioa forci~g the 
respective feasibility requirement, i.e., 
r 1t- o 0¢ n < o~)(V x c_ A ^ x finite)(3 x* D_ x, x* ~2 A) 
[ A [K(o,x*)l-IK(o',x*)l>n 
-(o, O')~e* 
,\ A IK(o, x*)]- IK(#', x*)[ = l]. 
(P, p% 1)~t* .J 
la, o 
Consider rO  Poe  P = r'. Clearly then r' mu~t force that p* can occupy only one 
of fnitely many positions in the level of Po ~ I c_ c in an extension of r'. In finitely 
many steps we can find r*<poOp such ~at  r* forces that p* can potentially 
occupy only finitely many places in any level of c in any extension of r*, hence all 
in all only finitely many places. In which case we are finished by a previous 
argument. 
We now assume that the pack of lemmas holds for/~ < :~, c~ > 0 and we prove 
for c~. We begin with the proof of the (c, t~-extension lemraa. 
l~,oot ot (c, t)-exteasion Lemma (for a > 0), We may ?.ssume that t~ ils minimal 
for which p e P~, hence that a =/3 + 1 is a successor. We may also assume l.hat 
3 qo~a l ~a such that qotF a "p ~ i]~< aL(Hv)", otherwise the lemma would trivially 
follow by the induction hypothesis for some ~v some y<tS; for if p '~ l~ ~ and 
p ' lFp=p* with p*~F(cv,, to,), then p*=p'Up would be the desired condition. 
Also we may assume that qoll-a pC: p' for all p 'e  F(c, t ) -F (~ a, ~a), for otherwise 
the lemma trivially follows. Now let q~aqo and p* be such that arp,  is a true 
~:-Support term for pjq, and rp* ie a quasi ,~/-Support term for P J4,- Such p*, qt 
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exist by the induction hypothesis. Moreover, we may choose O* satisfying the 
canonicity requirement i(5)(ii). Let $, $+, ,  be as in the proof for ¢x = 0. Since we 
are assuming the restriction lamina for /3, ,~(r,a,h) holds iff q~(rt$ r-
Supp(p*), 5h l) holds, and similarly for ~/~, ,*. Therefore it suffices to consider 
only r-~po, such that r =rl '~:-Supp(p*, po). Hence we take 
Hr~ , = {r ~ eo I r = r r $r-SupP(P*, Po)} x b~<,, (A) × o} 
and 
Dp.= {(r, (t h, 1) [ r<~aPo, r = r ['$:-Supp(p*, Oo), 
f ihc_~<=(A) , l<to  and ,(r ,  fi~,l)}. 
Dpo is dense in U~ox~<=(a)xto=H ~, where r~L~ iff r<t~po, and r=r~-  
Supp(p*, Oo). We define D~, D- l ,  Din+t, D~-, Do as in the proof for ct = 0 relative 
to {p ¢ Pa ] P = P ['~:-Supp(p*, Po)} and relative to a maximal chain #o, Pt . . . . .  P~ 
in c-t~ ~. The proof then proceeds exactly as in the case for a = 0, since nowhere 
in that proof did we use the partictflar form of /~o However, in the event that 
none of the D~'s is dense in H~, but say D~-. is dense with i* maximal, and 
r* <apo, k*, h* are such that {(r, fi~, k*)¢ Or~,l r~r*. (~* <~fi". and arthe abun- 
dancy of p* exceeds that of p~. by k* on ti~,~} is dense in U, .× Ua,-x{k*}, we 
define c*, t* as follows: 
c* = c,. o (c o {(p', p*) I (p'p,*) ~ c - e a} u {(p*, p') I (p,. ,  p') e c - e~}, 
t* = t,, U (t - ~'a LI {{p*, p', k') I ::ik, (~., p', k) ~ t and k' = k* - k} 
O{(p', p*, k')l 3k, (p', ~. )~ t and k'= k* -  k}), 
w*= w,.Uw (see Lemma 3.2.8). 
Then the condition p*=(c*,  t*, w*)<poUp is as required. 
Proof of Homogeneity [emma (for tx > 0). This iemma follows immediately from 
the symmetry assumption II(6) on our conditions. As usual it suffices to consider 
the case of a successor ordinal. Let p=(c ,  t,w)EP,~+t and let "tr~ . . . . .  ,r,, and 
pt . . . . .  p, be as in the statement of the lemma. Then t)~' . . . . .  t3~ are coextendible 
to a condition rEP,~ such that Vr'-~r,  3q6~,r' with the property that for 
inessential extensions c*, t* of c,~ LI ~rtc U '  ' • LI 'rr.c, t,~ U rr~t O" ' • U rr.t respec- 
tively, (c*, t*. w.) is a condition. Clearly then (c*, t*. wq O wp, LI-. • U wv.) is still a 
condition extending all p~. 
Proof of Restrielion Lamina. We are assuraing the lemma true for 0 ~< ~, <a, 
tx <~ K. We must first show that p ~w-~-Supp(q~) is a condition. If lim(tx), then the 
order of p is less than at and we arc done. Thus, let t~=/3+l  and assume 
pc  P~+I, Pg~Pa. By assumption, /~a I'w~-Supp(~) is a condition and for all ~b in 
~o,  I $0 It-aS iff/So Iv, ~r'Supp(¢)It'a$. Hence all information concerning the condi- 
tion stipulations for p~w~-Supp(rp) to be forcedo by #o are already forced by 
I~ a 1',4 ~:-Supp(q~). Hence p ~w $:-Supp q~ is a condition. 
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Assume pll-,,q9 and pl',~-Supp(q01V,,q~, then for some qaP,~, q<,,l'~w~- 
Supp(~o), q IV. q~. We wish to apply an automorphism rr on p such that ~rp ~., ~-  
Supp(~)= p twa~-Supp(~o)> q and ~rp, q haw: a common extension r, in which 
case rlF.¢, A contradiction, and we are done. 
Let ,r be a good automorphism which is a product of basic automorphism 
affecting upper right indices and which is the identity on s¢ and ~-Supp(~0) and 
moves all f, g-constants of ~-Supp(p) - (~-Supp(q0)  to ones not occurring in 
~:-Supp(q, ~). Now if id denotes ihe identity, then id and ~r are disj(int, 
S-translations of p over ~-Supp(q0 for an appropriate S. (~-Supp(~0) is 
hereditarily and subordinately dosed by definition, moreover it is trivially •-closed 
in p.) Thus ,rp, q are extendible to a condition by the Homogeneity Lemma, as 
required. 
Proof of M-homogeneity Lemma (for a > 0). Again it suffices to consider the 
suco,'ssor case. Thus let p(fi~) = (c, t, w)~. P,~ +t. By the abundancy requirement, on 
conditions there is an h* ~ h L3 h' and an m < to, and r <,~/3" such that if c*, t* are 
inessential extensions of "~, L3 c v and t~ L)tp respectively, then 
r IF. A (IK(#, ¢~a*)I-iK(P', fih*)l:> m) 
A A (tK(o, ah*)t- IK(o', ah*)] = k). 
~p, p', k)~.t* 
We now extend rQ  p as follows: 
For every (O,p'),(p,p',k}~c*t3t*, k~O we set e=(/3, p,p'), where /3 is 
minimal for which (~, P '~B-  (Many or all of these e's may be already mentioned 
in r (~ p.) Let w' be obtained from w~@p by adding preconditions (e, i, fin*) making 
sure that we have added (e. i, ~"*) for those e, i for which there is an l such that 
I~ ,¢|,t 3,1rOp#¢. Let p*(fih)=(c*, t*, w"). We claim that p* is homogeneous on fi"*. 
Assume that q(ah*°f¢')6p, and [-supp(w,)=[-supp(w0.), Let l ro=w be the 
identity on t] h* and w"(f i ' )Nf ih*°h'=0. Set K=5h*Off;-Supp(q) .w],ten K is 
hereditarily and subordinately closed and is J- and f-closed in q by construction. 
Thus for an appropriate S, ,n- and id (the identity) are disjoint S-translations over 
K. Hence by our assumptions on a condition q and ~rq have a common extension, 
r. This is a required condition since also r < p. 
Proof of M.res~rietion Lemma (for a >0).  Let p(t~ h" U fih')tl-.~0(fih), and let p be 
homogeneous on fin*, h*~h If p t , , f i , .~ ,  then for some q(i i"*Ufi") 
< .p  ~h.  ql~-.~-l~,. By the ~-restriction lemma we may assume that qtwS~- 
Supp(~)lt-~--~¢ and hence that q =q ~',~8~-Supp(¢) Let ~r =w~ be. an automorph- 
ism which is the identity on fib- and moves all elements of fih U fib- to elements 
disjoint from fih'U~h'. Then. since p is assumed homogeneous on fib-, Irq and p 
have a common extension, r. Thus r lk.¢ A -~,  a contradiction 
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We delay the proofs of the support lemmas till after we have dealt with the 
syntax and semantics of ~ in N~ (Section 6). However, we can alre.ady show that 
Dedekind finiteness is preserved in our extensions. 
$. Preservation o! Dedekind flm~tene~ 
Lemma 5.1, N~ ~ r A is Dedekind finite ~, ct <~ ~. 
Proof. If not there is a term ~'(5~) and a p e P,, such that 
p(Sh')ll_ ~ rz is a univalent function from to into A ~. 
We may assume by the 3:-restriction lemma that p = p l'~$:-Supp(~-). Let 
h* ~_ h O h' and p,(~h- U ~h,') = p.~p be homogeneous on ti ~°. There is an 1 < ~o. 
and i ~ to -  h* and r = r(cth°uh')~ p*, such that rl}-, ~(1)= a~. We may assume that 
r = r l~3:-Supp(p*), and i~ h". Now if ~r = It, is the identity on ~h- and ~rt"h 'uh" 
is disjoint from ti h'Uh', say ~r(a0 = a~, then there is an extens io~ q of r and ~rr. 
However, then we would have 
q I1-~ -(l) = a~/x r(l) = ai ^  a~ :fi a i ArT is a univalent function j, 
a contradiction. 
As a consequence we get the following. 
Lemma 5.2. N~ ~ p ~ RA implies that for all a <~ [3 ~ K, Na ~ p ~ RA. 
Proot. First we remark that since all our terms are relativized val, (p)= val a (p). 
Now if in N o there was a countable subset of p, then since p was D.f. in N~ it 
wouldn't contain a subset of the form {(k~, fih ) 1 i <to} for any t~ ~. Hence we could 
get a countable subset of A in N o, contradicting the I .emma 5.1. 
Thus once a D.f. set pops up in our iteration it remains D.f. 
6. Syntax and semantics in N~ 
The formulas defining the sequence (-~a, P0, I%) together with all auxiliary. 
terms and notions in M = L c~ are absolute for all transitive models of ZF  and are 
in ~, ,  a ~ K. Hence the above hierarchy is definable and at, solute in all the 
models M, N~, 3' ~< K. However, the semantics of ~0,/3 ~ a ~ •, c annot be defined 
in N~, even though the generic filters G o c No, since the correspondences a~---, n~, 
[~:~...~ f i  etc. do not exist in N~. Nevertheless, we have in N,~ satisfaction and 
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valuation functions for local formulas and terms respectively r~lative to assign- 
ments s, of values to the finitely many primitive constants ai, f~", ~'' g ,  F~, G,,~ 
occurring in them. 
The notion of an assignment, s, here will also have to be defined by transfinite 
induction since for example tile value of f~, e = (3', P0, P~) will have to depend on 
val~(p~, s), and s. We will utilize the connection between forcing and truth to 
establish the satisfaction functions, much as was done in [24]. To this end, we first 
associate to every p ~ P, a characteristic formula, p, which is essentially the 
conjunction of all the primitive formulas forced~ by p. 
De luS ion  6.1. Let p=(c,t ,w)~P~ and define Qp to be the following set of 
sentences of Le :  
v 
[(hk)Ea~]~Q~ iff (/,/, k )c  w, 
[(cr,~"ff ;)e f~"] ~ Q, iff (e, l, i, ~r, or') e w, 
[(o', cr)~ g~,kJ p iff (e, 1, ~,, k, tr, cr )E w, 
[((~ro, ~rl)/~", (~r*, ~r* )g : " '~  0]e Qp iff ((Tr o, ~h, l, i, e), 
(~*, 7r*, l*, i*, i*, e*))e w. 
If e = (% Po, P:~, then 
V i V [(V o. -h ~ -~ u e rng(g,.o))(rng(u 1' K(po, a )_  K(pl, a ))) 
Arng(u -1 tK(p~, ah)c_ K(po, ah))]e O~ iff (e, i, ah)e w, 
"a~ = D {x I x ~ ~<~,(A) A e¢ u ~ rng(g°:~)) 
[(u u u-'~)[~o x ~(x) ]  =_ ,~ x 9(x)]}'" ifr (e, (i, a")) e o, 
[ f° '°~-0^l~-rng(L°'°) l , '~o]~ Oo iff <~o, Ol>~c, 
[fi~'° ~ 0^l~-rng(~'°)l =/~]~ O~ iff (Po, p~, k)~ t, k>~0. 
Let/~ be the conjunction of all the statements in Q~./~ is called the characteristic 
sentence of p, Also, if x ~ c U t U w, the corresponding characteristic sentence is 
denoted by ~. 
Lemma 6.2. (i) p I1-~/~ and (ii) i [p '  IF~/~, then 
Ot r<p')(~l)(q-<r ^q-<p). 
Proof, (i) This follows easily from the properties of the forcing relation. 
(ii) This is proven by induction on 6, and the number of elements co U ~ U Wp - 
(%/3Utd3Uwo/3) where P~Pa+I, PdP~, i.e., the order of p is ~+l~<a.  If a is 
limit, then p ~ P~, 1, ~ + 1 < ct. Now if p' Ik~/~, p' e P~, then tY ~÷11Fa÷a p, and by the 
induction hypothesis if Po ~ r-<p', then B q<~. l ,  q<~,  q ~ PB. There is dearly 
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an extension q*~ P,, of p' and q (since p' only contains information of a higher 
order, alto by Lemma 3.2.8) q* is a required condition. A~ume a = ~ + 1, p'l~-,t~. 
If wo-  wo/3~ 0, let x ~ w~-  wo/3 and i be the corresponding statement in Or. 
Then set (q,,tp,%-{x})=p-, is a condition and p'tt-~/~". By the induction 
hypothesis, for given r<p' ,  3q<r, p-, it is easy to see that by the forcing 
definition particularly of basic statements, that since qlt-,.~ we must have thaz, 
if x = (i, k, i), then also x ~ % and, if say x = (e, t, i, or, or'), e = (/3 + 1, p~ PaL 
then for some p*. p*~ ~ lk a Po = #* APt = P* and (e*, t, i, or, or') e q, where e" == 
(13 + 1, Po, Or). Hence, if (p*, p*)~ eq, then 
(c~ u {(po, pO}, t~ u{(po, p*, 0), (p,, pL o)}, w~ ui(e, t, or, or'>}> 
is a condition q' extending r,p as desired. Similarly, ~d for some " * * k, (Po, P~, k) ¢ q. 
(Actually since our terms p are chosen in a unique manner ~ = p*.; The other 
r t,~ - /e  J~ are treated similarly. cases of x ¢ w v - w0/3 where x ~ g,.~p, x e r0~ or x e r ,i.~ 
On the other hand, if x ~ rK~ b says x = (e, i. fi~), then 
q if-, r(V u ~ rng(g°?~))(rng u~K(po, ~)~ K(p~, ~th)) 
Arng( u- I  I K(Pl, eta)) ~ K(po, ~t h) i. 
Now q forces~ rng(g°:~) ~_ F¢ is infinite, and the conditions are finite, thus q could 
force the above statement only if (e. i, d h) was present in q. Similarly. if x ~ rJ, h ,. 
If % - wd3 = 0, then say x = (Po, pt)e % -c#B. As before let p- = (% -{x}, t o, w~). 
p'll-~/~- hence by the induction hypothesis for r<p', :lq<r,p". Now if e= 
(ct, Po, #~), then q It-J°'°# ~i A tpt-rngff,°'°)[ ~:~o. Hence, from the above remark we 
must have (Po, p,)~c~. Therefore not only does q<p- but also q<p. The result 
follows similarly if x ~ to - t~/3. 
We now define in N~, the semantics of No,/3 ~< ~x ~ K. This is done by defining 
the notion of an assignment for a formula or term of ~ ,  and the functions atu, 
val B by induction on/3. 
Remark 6.2.0. Our method will be motivated by the symmetry lemma, i.e., 
plt-,q~Ce,~rp II-~r~0. However in the models N,, not only can we not discern 
between the elements f~'~,fer'v,i~i' or between g~.k,g,.k,~' ".v i~i' but also not 
between g~k and ¢r*g~k where ,r* is a finite permutation of F~. (Note that the 
* I.i ~r g~.~ are also generic.) For such a *r*, the stacks ~r*G ~ .~ and k <to G~,k, are 
interchangeable as basic generic elements. The reason for this is that G~.k and G~ 
have also been endowed with these symmetries. To represent this in the forcing 
relation we need a symmetry lemma for ,r which is a goot ~ composition, having as 
components 7r* which are finite permutations of F,. (Note that in distinction a 7r, 
affects countabty many f,t.,) There is a minor technical difficulty here. Strictly 
speaking 7r*p would not generally be a condition in the natural way we would 
want to define ~r*p. For instance, if (e, l, 0, i, j. or)~ Wp, where t-EFt,  then the 
upper right index of t r=i .  Now we should have ~r*(e,l, 0, i,j, tr)-- 
(e, l, 0, i, j, 7r*cr), and the upper right index will, depending on ,r*, not be = i. in 
general. 
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This problem can be overcome by an inessential change in our lbrcing notions. 
Dettnltion 6.2..1. Vce first note that ~r*g~o and g~o will differ in at most finitely 
many places. Thus we can allow for 7r*, which is a finite permutation of F~, to 
appear in a precondition (e, ~r*. l. 0, i, h or) with the provision that (e, t, 0, i, j, ~r) = 
(e, id, l ,O , i , j ,u )awf ,  iff (e, ~r*, l ,O, i , j ,  w*tr)cwp.  
We require a similar provision for (e,~r*,l, k, i , i , (r) k>0,  i.e., 
(e, id, l, k, i, j, o )¢  w~ ¢~(e, ~r*, I, k, i, ], ~r*(r)c. wp, (see Definition 3.2.4). Note that 
now our w~ will bc countable in M; however since 7r* are finize, the additional 
elements are redundant from the standpoint of forcing. On the other hand, such 
conditions reflect much better tl,e symmetries involved. This is manifested by the 
fact that we can now define for ~Tr a finite permutation of F,, e of order a 
.~r(e, ~r*. ~, k, i, h o') = (e. ,~r o rr*, 1, k, i, ], .~r~r). 
Thus .~r is to act only on the preconditions of order a 9f the above form and in 
the above manner. On all other preconditions o ,~ order less than or equal to a, .~r 
acts as the identity. On preconditions of order >a,  ¢~r acts hereditarily through 
the indices. However note that .~rO({, fg, 6) can be described as a term with the 
,~ame a, g-constants but generally with different f-constants. We canonic~ly 
associate with each ,~r0 such a unique term complying with all requirements 
specified in I (Section 3), The rest of the definition for the action of ~rr on 
conditions, terms formulas and IF. remains the same as for rr e F, (Definition 4.1). 
We will not generally discern between p ~ P. and/9 ~ P~+, our extended notions of 
forcing, for dearly 
where p~ stands for the extended condition. 
It is now a trivial matter to extend the symmetry lemma to include the ~r. 
Lemma 6.2.2 (Extended symmetry). I f  ~r is a composition of ,-r"s, ~r' ~ F and ~r's, 
and if p ~ P.  = P~, then 
No~l imt 6.2.3. The extended group of automorphism we denote by F*. 
We can now turn to t~ur inductive definition of sat o, vale. 
Definition 6.2..4. Assuming assi~;nmet:ts and satisfaction ~or ~ defined, p ~ Po we 
define 
~ 0, iff for some p ~ Pa, P II-B P, s is all satB(¢, s) = assignment for/~, and sat0( ~, s) = 0, 
~, t, otherwise, 
val~ (~r, s) = {val~ (~r, s') t 3 p ~ P~, p l~- ocr E T, 3 s' ~- s sato (p, s') = (3}. 
sat~ and val~ are easily seen to be well defined by induction on rank. 
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It thus remains to define the notion of an assignment for a sentence or term of 
~a,  aml satisfaction for the characteristic sentences of conditions. Let 
~h ~l.t rJ',e ~l* "t** , J , ,  s~'.v, ',*, G~**.k-,, be the sequence of finite set~ containing all primitive 
constants of the type listed in a sentence or term tr. s will be an assignment for tr 
iff it is an assignment for the above Support $ of ~r, which we will defiae below. If 
/3 = O, s is a O-assignment for S = t~ h iff s is a finite univalent functiort, with 
dom(s) ~ ~" and rng(s)~_ A. Moreover, saM(p, s )= 0 if[ for all conjuncts (~'~)~ at 
of p, s(e~)(k)= ], and sato(p ,s )= l  otherwise. If 0<~ is limit then SG,Sev for 
some 3~</3. We define s to l;e a/3-assigrtment for S if[ it is a v-assignment for S. 
Thus we only have to consider the case where /3 = ~t+ 1. We define a /3- 
assignment for S to coincide with a A-assignment for S, A </3, S _.G ~x. If S = 
S'US" where S' are constants of ~ ,  and S" those of ~. ,+t- .~. , ,  then s is a 
/3-assignment for S iff s is a ~/-assignment for S', $"~_dom(s), and s~s" is a 
univalent function satisfying the requirements o be stipulated below. First, if ]~,'~ is
in S", then not only is [~,i n dom(s) but also F, and G~.o, Similarly, if g,.k,~'i is in S", 
then l.~ g,.k, G,.~., k '<~k+l  and F, are in dora(s). We first specify how s acts on F,, 
and G,.k utilizing the induction hypothesis, i.e., that valv, sat v are defined relative 
to s IS'. Assume e = (3'+ 1, Po, P~), then clearly s ~S' is an assignment for ~. We 
must have: 
fa unique F~ F B of functions f with 
[dom([)  = val~(po, s I S'), and 
(1) s(F,)={rng([)~_ val~(pl, sI S'), if there is 
| such  an F, and 
10, otherwise. 
Note that if e'=(~/+l, po, p'l) and val,(p'l,s~S')#val,(pl, s~S'), then for a 
respective uon-empty F '  we will have IFaF'l = No. This results from a standard 
forcing argument expressing the random nature of the primitive elements. 
By induction on k < co, we define 
fa unique set G ~ G,~ such that V g ~ G 
=)  dom(g) = to and rng(g)~_ s(G,.k-l) if 
(2) S(Ge'k) ]k  >0 and if k = 0, rng(g)c_ s(F,), and 
~fl, if there is no such G. 
Note that though a 0-assignment is finite, a /3-assignment, /3> 0 is infinite. 
However, since the number of e's mentioned in a term is finite it suffices to have 
only (countable) (~  /3-assignments. 
Note that the above definition can take place entirely in N~. 
We now list the specifications concerning the remaining constants of S as 
follows: 
s(th) ~.4, (actually already taken care of via s t S'), 
s(f~X)¢s(F,), s(g~k) e s(G,.k). 
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s also hz~ to sa;isfy the following requirements: 
- If [~'k [, "~ ~ dora(s), then 3 g ~ s(G,.,) such that 
s([~'t), s([, v'') e rng(g). 
If l.~ v.~ ~ k/> g ~_ t'~ - g,.k, ge.k.~dom(s,, k", then 3 s(G,.k+0 such that ff k = k', then s(g,.k), 
s(g~'~)~rng(g); and if k-k '= m>0,  then 3]o . . . . .  ira-1 such that gfjo) = s(g~k) 
• $ l ' i  and g(Jo)(JO" "" ( I , , -0= (ggk')- 
- If [~i ff.e e dora(s), i # i', then for no g ~ s(G,.o) are s(ft;~), s([t, '''') ~ rng(g). 
- I f  u gt,',~'~dom(s),i#i, thenfornog~s(G,,~+t) '~ ares(g~.~), s(g~'.'~)  rng(g). ge.k, . 
Note that for given $ there is generally a continuum of d fferent assignments for 
S inN~.  
We next turn to the definition of sate(p, s), p = p(s)~ Pv+~, ~ =~ + 1-~ a. 
I Jetll~l~n 6,3. Let s be a O-assignment for p = P(s) ~ Po. For every one of the 
finitely many statements, ~, in p we define sat~(q~,s). Clearly s will be an 
assignment for q~. 
sats(Q"k)~a~'s)={~: otherw'ise.ifs(a~)(])=k" 
fO, if val,((~,--~'), s)e s(/~'), 
~.ato ((~,--~'} ~f~", s) = ~ 1, otherwise. 
"---I-', {0,  
satB((cr, tr )~ g}~k, s)= 1, 
if valB(cr, s)~ rng(s([~s)), 
other-wise. 
. V t s(g,.k), if val,((~r, a ), s)e ~'~ 
otherwise. 
v ,  ~0. if (vala(cr, s) vala(cr', s))e0a, 
sara (@r, cr }~ 0, s )= / 1, otherwise. 
If e =('~ + 1, Oo, 01) 
satB(0/u ~ rng(gg6))(rng(u t K(po, ~a) 
~- K(01, f ih), 'x~(u-~ 1K(Ol, fi"))~ K(oo, fi")), s) 
I'0, Jf .IM x ~ rng(s(g°2~)))[rng(x t K(val,(Oo, s), sta"))) 
=/  _____ K(valv(Oi ,  s), S(t~h)) A rng(x -1 ~ K(val.t (Oo, s), s(fih))) 
1 c_ K(val,(Oo, s), s(fi"))], 1, otherwise. 
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sate ("~ h = f] {x I x ~ ~<.(A)(~'  u ts rng(g°:~))[(u O u -1) 
s (g , , ) .  0, if s(t]h)---" (]{x I x ~ &<.(A)  ¥ y e rng o.~
= (U U y"l)[tO X ~(X)]  t:::: ¢0 X ~(X)}. 
1, otherwise. 
sate (/~ "° ~: ~ ^  rlpl - rng(g°'°)l "/:1~o j, s) = 
0, if s(]~ '°) =0 and valv(p~, s)-rng(s(/~.'°)) is infinite, 
= 1, otherwise. 
sat~ (t~ "° # ~ A rlpt - rng(~'°)[ =/~ ~. s) = 
~0, if sO ¢°'°) =/= 0 and valv(th, s)--rng(s([°'°))= k, 
t 1, otherwise. 
We then set 
sat(l~, s) = [0, if sat(q~, s'~ = O, V q~ ~ Q~, 
t 1, otherwise. 
Clearly: sato(lO, s) is well defined in N~, by induction. Hence: 
Lemma 6.4. There exist two 2-place functions sata, val e defined in N., a ~ 0 on all 
sente:wes and terms of .~a respectively relative to O-assignments for those sentences 
and terms. 
The connection between sat e and truth in N e is established in the following 
manner. 
First we observe that an assignment s for S has a canonic rr E 1"* associated 
with it, (even in N~) such that V x ~ S, s(x)= valoe(rrx), i.e.: 
Delinifion 6.$. ¢r is the unique element of /'* with the following properties: 
(0) s a~) =a~ => ~r(o~) = o~. 
(17 s~,f~'~ = L':"" ~ ~r(f';') = f~':"'. 
(2) ~, _ ~'.i" , l . i ,  t'.i" s(gz~k)- (~ro, 1rl)g.. k~ ~rtg,,~J = g~'.k. 
(3) If ~r' has 1he above properties, and 7r' is the identity on x, then so is 7r. 
(4) ~r is minimal in the canonic order of L with the above properties. 
We can now prove the following lemma by an easy induction on t3. 
l~mma 6.6. (i) There is a unique w ~ F satisfying the above properties (0~5), 
(ii) valt~(f~ "i, s) -- ,rd¢ ~'q - fP'~" and ,~., _ u l.,,.  , . , .  .~  val e (g.,~, s) - 'rt(g~.k) =g~. k, 
more generally 
(iii) vala(tr, s) =valG~(~r, t ), 
(iv) sate(p, s) = 0 itY N o It- m), 
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conseque ,fly, 
Proof. {i)-(v) arc provcn simultaneously by induction on /3 ~<a, and the number 
of elements in c r tO t~, U wp - (coy tO toy U we3,), as usual. For /3 = 0 the result is 
trivial, and 'the result for limit/3 follows from the successor case. Whence, we first 
establish (i), (it) and (iv), for /3= y+l  assuming (i)-(v) for 3'. (v) and (iii) 
immediately follow via the symmetry lemma from (iv). We leave the details to the 
reader. 
7. Supports, quasi-supports and bases 
In this section we deal with tile support properties of N.. 
In order m exemplify some particular aspects concerning supports in these 
models we consider tile following examples. 
(1) if x ~ N. is eonstructible in N,, from some 11:' = jr, (gl:'}, then it is constructi- 
l~,l ble. from any &.~. to wh;ch it is subordinate. 
~f~ I f<~o} are constructible from any t,, l., ) (2) IF; =  '' g~.o, l<~0 (or any g~,k • 
(31 If x is constructibl% from f:'=l and RL e=(13+1, po, o~), then it is also 
constructible~ from f and any <i,a%e K(Oo, hh). 
(4} Let g, g'eG~., be equivalent if[ their ranges differ by tinitely many ele- 
ments. Then G~.o is partitioned by the above equivalence relation into a set: 
{*G~,I i<~o}, such that G;,oc*Gb. To each "*G'¢ let Ab be the set of all finite 
xcA  such that for every ge*G'~ for all but finitely many f in range g, 
]'tOf *}~ox~(x)go~×~(x) .  Note that A~ef f~, (A)  is constructed in N~ from 
any g e 'G ; .  Also note that AI, is closed under intersection. Therefore there is a 
minimal x'~ e A,',, V i < ~0. Since t*G,~ I i < ~0} and {A; I i < w} are constructed in N, 
(though {G',,.oti<~o} is not!I) so is {x;] i<co}c~<,o(A).  Also, note that x'~. is 
constructed from any g e*G',_ 
In example (1) we can expect to ehminate the indefiniteness by ,equiring '~hat 
the sutuwdinancy level of a support element be lowest possible. This turns out to 
be the case with respect to )¢ supports. However from example (2) it should be 
clear that there is no way to eliminate the indefiniteness of k supports. From 
example (3) we see thai for a given ~;-support the a supports can be al)aost 
definite. Therefore we considered the notion of quasi-support as discussed emiier. 
Things are further complicated by hereditary relations between support elements, 
and the fact that the elements of tile G,..~ are not generically independent, (s~:c (4) 
ahove). 
In the following lemmas we establish the basic support properties of these 
models. 
DeflnR~on 7.1. A set of functions f~' Ugh)" is said to be sut~rdinately inde- 
pendet~t if no function of the set is subordinate to any of the other in the set. 
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Analogously, we define the notion of a subordinately independent :,et of 5r- 
constants. 
Leuuaa 7.1.1, For every x ~, N~, there exists a minimal (uruler inclusion) set of. 
subordinately independent [unctions ~"~, .,~, h. g~:' such that for some fi~ ~_A, x is 
constructible in N,~ from ltg ~ , ~ a, g., , and A, F~, G., 0~, (or simply IIj , e~ <~ K. 
Remark 7.1.2. We are not asserting uniqueness, and in fact the ~ cannot be 
uniquely determined, On the other hand, we will show that the f can be 
determined uniquely and uniformly. 
We first prove a sublemma. 
Sublemma 7.1.3. Suppose x is constructible in N,, from I,~, 
and some d ht by 
o- , (L , 'a~: , f~;  ', , g~;', '), i =o ,  I .  
then x is constntctibte in N~ from ~, some [~' ~lnd the elements of 
f~° • g~',,, 
which are subordinate to elements of 
lo.,o r~,~i 
Denote these elements by f, ~h' respectively. 
Proof. Since x =val~(~ro) =val~(oh) there is a p~ G, such 1hat 
P,F~ o'o(fo% go °, a ')= or,(f~,, g'l", fib,). 
Let ~r be a good automorphism leaving fi~,,,u.,, a-constants of p,/~, and ~.  i~ w fixed 
but moving the other elements of f~,, ~', to ones not occurring in flte ~-Support  
of p, ~ro. Then for the appropriate S~r and id a: ~ disjoint S-translations of f~, ~', 
over fih,,up,,~ U ~' U ~". which is subordinately aqd trivally f closed in p. Her.ce by 
the ~-homogeneity Lemma p and wp are coextendible to a condition r. For such 
an r we have: rl l-.tro=tr a =wcr v Moreover for any such ~r witb p.-Trp~ G.  we 
must ¢%=¢ra =~ttr~. Thus. using I_emma 6.6, if s is an assigmnent for p, fro. tg 
such that s(f~:')--f~.i and ~" u, s(g~)=go for g" ~ p~, ~' ~ -~ '  g g , and s(a~)=a~ for a~e 
fi~,,O t] ~, O/~ and sat~(p, s)= 0, then x = val~(t~, s). Therefore we can define x in 
N= as follows: 
x ={z,  =Is Is is an assignment for p. ¢r o, cr~, s(f~:') = j¢~', 
s(g~")= ~'' ~" -"  " " "  
V a, ~ 6 ¢,u., U/~, and sat,, (p. s) ---" 0 and z ~ val,, (o h, s)]}. 
This is a definition of x in N~, required by the sublemma. 
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Since the number of ~ ~ involved in any constrnction of x is finite, we ran 
obtain by finitely many applications of the sublemma, a minimal set of subordi- 
nately independent functions ,~, ] such that x is constructible from l. ,  k, ] and 
some h and fixqtcly many functions w which are sut~rdinate tosomc of the ~I, ], 
7.1.4. Now from nqy g~' we can de]ine any function subordinate to it, e.g., if 
k +m k' and ~'~ +"' " = g,,+~ is subordinate to g, ~,, then for some integers ]e,l~ . . . . .  
In't-~ l* I+,i + • __ l,~ g~.k'(Jo)(lt) " " " (J., -l) - g+,k. Thus we can arrange for a minimal set of subordi- 
nately independent functions f, ~ as required. 
Definition 7.1.5. A finite minimal subordinately independent set of functio,ls f, .~ 
from which, in conjunction with i~ and some ft. x is constructible,~ is said to be of 
lowest subordinacy level if for all fl, ~' such that ~ ~, are not either included nor 
subordinate to [',  ~'. I,~ and some h+ Such a1~ f, ~ is said to be an ~:-Support for x. 
We next consider the uniqueness. Clearly if x is constructible in N. from I,. f, 
a,ld h, where f, ~ is minimal, then it is also constructible in N~ from I~, h and any 
minimal set of ~' such that ], ~ are subordinate or partially subordinate to 
elements of k'. However using Sublemma 7.1.3 finitely many times we can arrive 
at an f. ~+ h such that x is not constructible from any minimal [', ~', and h' for 
which some or all of ]', k' are sut~)rdinate o some members of ~. Such a ~ must 
be of lowest possible order of st:bordinancy and f must be unique; for if there was 
another such ]*, ~* we could again apply Sublemma 7.1.3 and contradict minimal- 
ity of f. We have thus shown: 
Lemma 7.21+6. For eyeD, x ~ N~, there exists a rninimal set of s,~bordinately inde- 
pendent fu+~ctions f, ~ such that x is constructibte in N~ from 1,~. ], [~ and some 7~ and 
~ are of iowest subordinancy tevei. Moreover ] is unique, i.e.+ for aU minmml 
[*, g* with the above pn~perties f = f*. 
Definition 7.1.7. (i) If ~, ~ is an ~-Support  of x. then f is said to be the f-Support 
of x. 
(ii) f, ~ are said to be hereditarily independent if no member of I, ~, is in the 
hereditary support of another member of [, ~ and an arbitrary function is said to 
be hereditarily independent of ~ ~ if it is not in the hereditary support of ~ ~. 
We next see that the f-Snpport of x is not only unique but is hereditarily 
independent of any .'F-Support of x, 
Lemma 7.1.7.1. If x ~ R, then x has a unique 5.-Support. 
Proof. We argue as in Sublemma 7.1,3. 
o"~', ~', fi'). Let q(a*) =~t<~.,,p and 
( t I F ,~( r  = ( r '  A (k ,  ( l i t )  c (r. 
Assume peg  forces,, o'(1 ~, ~,fi)= 
270 G, &igeet~ 
Automorphisms acting on constar of ~:,, do not affect (k.~%). Hence by 
symmetry if w moves any f, g-const' ats which are not in common 
Thus we can define x in N,~ as follow~: 
x = {(k, &) 13s 3q [q <~ p and s is an assignment for q, ~r, tr' 
and s(f~"5 = f~", s(g~') = g~-' for all [~'~ fn [ ' ,  
g~'e ~n~'  and s(a , )=a, ,Va i~f iUf i 'Uf i * ,  and 
sat~ (q, s)= 0]}. 
This is cleafl)' a definition of x in N,,. In finitely many steps we can arrive at a 
minimal number of ~ ~ which must be unique, for otherwise we could reduce by 
the above argument. 
Sublemma 7.1.7.1.1. The family ot: 5~-Supports of a 3mction f~:' or g~':k or any 
"re N, are definable from 1, and ~'~ or (g,t:~k, or ~,r5 respcctivety, moreover, ever 3' 
element o[ the hereditary .f-support ix definable. [rot, t I,~ and f~" (or g~,~'~ or ,r) 
respectively. 
Proof. By induction on a. Assume e = (/3 + l,  Oo, P 5./3 < a. Then p, are definable 
(in N,~) from f~" as follows: i%= dom~/5 and p~ is the set of all elements in the 
set: U {rng(y(i)) t i < to} for some y e U G,~ such that f~" ~ rng(xS. Clearly such a y 
must be a gl,~'~ enumerating all f~', l<to. It can be shown by a simple forcing 
argument that every element of la~ must be in the range of some ]'~'~, 1 < co (in fact 
countably many). We can define la~. la~ from g~:k as follows: g~a(0)(05 • " - (05 (k + 1 
zero's) is an f~'" for some t'. We then proceed as abovc. Po, P~ e N~, /3 < ct and 
have some minimal F-Supports, to, Rt~, f~, gt. and .~o, ]~ are unique and de~nable 
from Et~ and Po, Pt respectively. By definition of the ~-Support  of [~:' (g~::~5 is 
U {.fo, go, f l, g~}- Since Ne and /3 are definable from jf~.t (g~5 we get that the 
~:-Supports i definable from I~ and ~;~ (g~:~k). Now 0, orders (UF , ,50(~ G,,). 
thus 0~ canonically, well orders the •-Support of f~:' (,t.,s,.~). This shows that every 
element of the [-Support is also definable from 1,~ and f~'. g~::~, as required by the 
sublemma. For ,toRe, t. we can determine a family of ~-Supports ]. ~, where 
are unique and the ~ are related by atttomorphisms induced by permutations of
upper left indices. Each f6 f ,  g6~ determine there hereditary ..~-Supports as 
required from the above. The result now follows by considering the union. 
We get: 
L,~mma 7.1.7.2. There exists a uniJ'orm way or" choosing V x e: N,~, a unique 
f-Support, [, which is hereditarily independent from a~y ~-Support "[, ~. 
Remark 7.1. ' /3. The f-Support ] ha~ been uniformly dc~ermined outsiMe of N, 
since we have relied on the sets {F~ 1 i < to}, "~G~,~ 1 i < to} which arc ~ot in N,~. 
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Corollxry 7.1.8. I f  the ~-Support of x is ], ~t and x = val~(cr(~ , 6)), then for any 
automorphism ~r~F, which acts on ~, or acts on upper dght indices of 
f~, x C val,, ( crOr~, ~r,~, 6)). 
ProoL Otherwise by Lemn|a 7.1.1 we could contradict minimality. 
Formulating the above in terms of forcing yields the following. 
Corollm~, 7.1,9. The ~-Support Lemma 4.2.5.2. (See also Corollary 7.2.6.) 
Definition 7,2.1, (i) ~h is f-closed iff f"(dom(f) f3 to x ~(ah)) c to x ff~(hh)) and 
/- l"(rng([)  ~ to × ~(a-~)) ~ to x ~(~a~. 
(ii) If z is a family of functions, then a a is z-closed iff it is ;f-closed for all f ~ z. 
(iii) 6 ~ is [, ~ dosed iff it is [ -dosed 'q f~]  or subordinate to gek .  
Lemma 7.2.2. For every x ~ N,, and a fixed ~-Suppon there exists a unique 
minimal ~h such that x is constmctible in N,, from I,~, a h the ~r-Support, ~ ~ and fi" 
is L k closed. 
ProoL Let tro(fa°), (rl(fi h') be two terms constructing x from 1~, ~ ~ and fiho or ~h, 
respectively. Now ~a, both have minimal f, ~, closed extensions 6a~. Thus we may 
assume that &~ are [ ,~ closed. Let fi" c_h%O~ a, be f, ~ closed. We claim that: 
Claim 7,2.3, x is constructible from I~, ], ~ and ha. 
Proof. Let p=p~,,,fO~,~G,, be such that plF~,cro(fih,')=crt(a",). Let 7r =Tr,~ be 
such that 7r6 %= 6 % and ~r"(fi h , - fh )N  6hoU h, = 0- Then by tile ~-homogeneity  
Lemma there is an extension q of p and wp. Then 
q IF,~r0(a"°) = crl(fih,) = ,fl(~r(ah,)). 
Thus x is constructible in N,~ as follows: 
x ={z 13s [s is an assignment for p, cro, cq, s(f~ "i) =fl., 
Y i e h and z e val~((rl, s)]L 
This is a required construction form/~, f, ~ and ~h. Clearly we can find by finitely 
many applications of the above argument a minimal such f, ~ closed h h. This ah 
must also be unique, for otherwise by repeating the argument we can ~antradict 
minimality. 
Corollm~ "/.2.4. If x is constmctible in N,, from I~, an ~:-Support, ], ~ and h h,,, or 
iJ h~ where ~, are minimal, then the ]. ~, closla~e of ~ are equal. 
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Proof, Obvious. 
C'oroll~ 7.2.4.1. if], ~ and [*, ~* are two minimal ~r-Supports of minimal height 
(see Definition 8.3, and Lemma 8.4) of x ~ h~, then ] = ]* and for some arrange- 
ment of ~, k*, there is a good ¢t movittg only upper left indices such that ~,  = ~*. 
Proof. By a symmetry argument similar to those above we can contradict 
~.~ . -  ~v.~" ~*, i~ i  can minimality. In particular, ff some g ,  g corresponds to g,,~  we 
l , i  I ' , i '  using symmetry considerations extract g,,~, g,.~ from the supports and replace 
them by G,.~ which in turn are expressible in terms of other elements of the 
hereditary support,',. Similarly, if there are unrelated ~-Support elements in the 
respective Support~. 
Corollary 7.2.4.2. If x ~ N,, has ~;-Supports [, ~o, &~ and ~ ~,  ~,  where 5 ~ are 
minimal, then the ], ~o closure of 5 % equals the f, ~ closure of dh,. 
l~oof. Suppose that ;A are already ], k' closed but ~h,, ~ ~h, We may also suppose 
that the root of [, ~o = the root of ~, k~ = ~" and is included in fi~. Let h~, f~ h~ = h*. 
Then/i  h* is [, ~-dosed .  We first note that if o,~q, ~, a",) constructs x and g~.'k e go 
corresponds to g,,k e g~, then by adjustment of cq to say ~ri we can replace v,~ g~.k by 
l , i  g~,k. In finitely many steps we reduce to Lemma 7.2.2. Thus as shown there, 
ci%= fib,. 
Formulating the above in terms of forcing yields: 
Corollary 7.2.5. The ,~-Support E,emma 4.2.5.5 V a <~ ~¢. 
We also have the following, 
Corollary 7.2.6. There is canonic way of associating in N,, a term r~(f. ~, a) to 
x ~ N~ for which ~ ~ is a minimal set of subordinately independent, ~-cork~tants, 
and ~ is a minimal set of s~-constants, such that there exists an assignment s for r~ 
and val~(~-~, s) = x. 
Proof. From the above lemma x has a unique minimal subordinately independent 
~:-Support ~~ and ~ Z-closed a. However there are infinitely many choices for 
f, ~ since we have closed G,.k under lin~te permutations of the F~. All these ~ differ 
from the unique ~ determined outside N= in a basically finite and inessential way. 
On the other hand ~he language hierarchy and its notions t .'fined in N, are 
identical to those defined in M and are absolute. Moreover we have a canonic 
definable absolute well-ordering of the terms and formulas of the languages. 
Therefore we can choose for x a minimal term r~(~, f, d) in this well-ordering 
such that ~, f are a minimal set of subordinately independent constants for which 
there exists an assignment s to ~r~ such that x =val,(~-~, s) and s(fi) is s(/3, s(~) 
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dosed. In this manner ~% is uniquely determined in N,. We note that this does not 
necessarily coincide with the natural term we would choose outside N~. 
Definition 7.2.7. We refer to -r~ as the canonic support erm for x in A~, 
Rera~k 7.2.8. Note that if x e N~ c No, t~ </3, then ~% is the same, regardless of 
where chosen. This is a result of the absoluteness of the syntactic and semantic 
notions. 
Remark 7.2.9. Note that :hough for a given x, z~(~, ~ ti) is uniquely determined 
the supports are not, (just the ~). 
I~dt lan  7.3. Let z~(~,, ~~) be the support term for x ~ N~. We denote: 
B~ = {s j s is an assignment for ~, ~ 6 and val~ (~-, s) = x}. 
Fact 7.3.1. Clearly B~ has been uniformly defined in N~. Moreover if a </3, then 
B~,' ~-- B~. Therefore we wiU drop the s_perscript on B~. We refer to B~ as the base 
[Or X. 
i )e~nif ian 7.3.9,,. If ~, f. 6 are arranged in order of first occurrence in Z~, then B~ 
can be constructed as a set of finite sequences of some prescribed length, which 
we shall do. Thus 
and hence B~ ~ the field of 0~. 
8. Represen~tlons o| D.L cardinals and the ordering principle in N,,. 
Lemma 8.0. The ordering principle holds in N~, 0 <~ a ~ K, 
l~aoL For c~ = 0 this is a well-Known fact. Let x e N,, then we can associate 
to any y ~ ~ a canonic support term % = Ty([, ~, 4). 
For y,y ~xweset  
y < y' iff ~-~ # %., and ~'y precedes ~'~ in the natural 
well-order of terms or ~'~ = r,,, and B v precedes 
Be in the order 0,. 
This is dearly an ordering of x in N,. 
Since the ordering is uniform we actually have: 
Lamina 8.1. There is a uni[orm ordering of N~, del~nable in N, from ~,, c~ <~ . 
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To prove the Representation Lemma we will need some consequences of the 
Homogeneity Lemma on N~. 
Coro l la~ $ . I . L  The axiom of choice [or sets of finite sets, (ACF), holds in 
l ~ n  8.2. (i) Let p = p0 ~'~', ~'~', ]~, ~"*, ti) ~ O., We say that ]*~', ~*~' satisfies 
p i~ ~¢~ [ /*~,~*' ,p ,  ~ ' ,a ]  
(ii) This can he expressed in N~ as follows: 
:ts[s is an assignment for lb and s~ a] =~ 
^ sic"i= ~" ^  s[?"]= p '^ s[~'"] = ~*"']. 
/emma 8.2.1. Let p = p(f'", ~'~', ]~, ~,  (~) ~ G. and assume that [~ U ~h = D are 
hereditarily and subordinately closed. Then there are eountably many disjoint 
automorphisms "tri, ] < to, leaving D ftxed affecting only upper left indices in a given 
order of f'~', ~'~" such that ¢r~ '~', ~'~'] satisfy p. 
Proof. If not there is a q ~,  19, q E G and finitely many such ~rf, say 1to = id, for 
which 
qlb~l~^ar~/~A-" " ,~ lbAVs  (s is an assignment for/~ and 
A (s(u)=u))^sat~(p,s~-.~ ~/ (s[/~'~'U~ ' '] 
.~rhu~ h° j=o 
= ~, I f '"  u ~'~]). 
By the Homogeneity I_emma 4.2.5 for any n > m there are disjoint translations 
7rm÷l . . . . .  7r~ with dom(~rm+k)=/~"U ~'"Ual l  other ~-constants mentioned in q 
to which members o f / r ' "U g'" are subordinate and vice versa, and 7r,,÷k affect 
only upper left indices such that q, ,tr.,÷~q . . . . .  ¢r,q are extendible to a condition. 
Clearly if n is ch:~sen large enough this yields a contradiction. 
By a similar argument we get: 
Immm~ 8.2.2. Let p = p( f~', ~'~, ]h, ~h*, 5) ~ G,,, and assume that ~" U ~ h° = D are 
hereditarily and subordinately closed. Then there are countaSly many disjoint 
automorphisms Iri, ] < to, leaving D fixed affecting only upper right indices in a 
given order o[ ~"', ~'~" such that ~ri[~ ', fg'~'] saeis[y p. 
Remark 8.2.3° In Lemma 8.2.2 7rj[f ~', ~'~'], j < to are a disjoint countable family 
of finite sets in N~ However, in Lemma 8,2.1 wj~', ~'], j<to  are not countable in 
N.. 
I~nm S.Z.4. ' ;t p = p~'~', ~'~', p, ~' ,  a) ~ o~ and assume that ~ U ~"  = D are 
hereditarily mgl subordinately closed. Then there are countably many disjoint 
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automorphisms 1r~ ~ F* - F, ] < ca, and ~r~ are generated by finite permutations of F, 
leaving D ftxed and ~r~ are such that for some m, ~r~[F~"]~_ FT. 
lh'o@t[. Using the strengthened version of II(6) and our inessential extension of 
the conditions we can easily formulate and extend the Homogeneity Lemma to 
include ~r~  F*, i.e.: 
Extended Homogene~ Lemma 8.2.4.1. Let p ~ P+~ be a condition and D c 
Supp(p) be hereditarily and subordinately closed, and also f-closed in p. Let S be 
any specification for Supp(p) over D and assume that rr 1 . . . . .  ~,, ~ F* are any n 
mutually disjoint S-translaaons of Supp(p) over D; then, if p~ . . . . .  F, are condi- 
tions of P+, such that c~=_~r,%,tnc_~r,t v and wo,~DD_woID, l<~i<.n, then 
Pt . . . . .  19, are coextendible to a condition of P+,. 
The proof of this lemma is analogous to that of the Homogeneity Lemma 4.2.5. 
11(6) takes care of the necessary symmetry in the extensions of c, t. And w is 
taken care of by our extended notion of a condition. 
In order to get Lemma 8.2.4 we can now argue exactly as in Lemma 8.2.1. 
Definition 8.3. (i) f~'~, f~','~' are said to be a~liated iff e = e' and i = i'. Similarly, 
g,,k, g,'.k' are said to be affiliated iff e=e ' ,  k=k,  i =i'. We use the relation of 
affiliation also for the functions denotea by the respective constants. 
(ii) A set of the form {F,, G,,k [ k < l}, 1 ~< w, is said to be a primitive stack. If 
l = ca a stack is said to have countable height or height ca otherwise it is said to 
have finite height or height I. 
Remark 8.3.1. Note that the notion of affiliation is meaningless in N~, since the 
G,.k are dosed under finite permutations of F,. 
Repr~entati~n 1.emma 8.4. Every Dedekind fivite set x ~ N,, is equivalent in N,, to 
a member of R~. 
Pr~| .  Let x = val,(,rff, ~, fi)) where ]], ~ is an ~-Support  of x with jr the unique 
f-Support and 5 is the minimal ]]-closed M-Support of x. Let N= 9 D~ be the set of 
all primitive functions which are either subordinate to elements of ]], ~ or affiliated 
to ]~ ~ or to elements ubordinate to them. Clearly, Dx is a finite union of stacks 
of finite height. Thus from any finitely many g~k = g, such ~hat all members of D~ 
are subordinate to members of ~., we can enumerate D~ in N~. (This cannot be 
done uniformly since ~,  cannot be uniformly determined. However, uniformity is 
not necessaD" here.) Let y~x and y=val~(cr~,~',a ' )) ,  where ]],g' is an ~-  
Support of y, with ]]' the unique f-Support of y and ~' the ~', ]]'-closed ~¢-Support 
of y. (~' is unique even if ~' isn't.) Assume that there is a member [~.i~ jr, which is 
not in Dx. Let p( f~" , . . . )~G,  and pll-,,ar~-. Let l'~bl be such that f~'" is not 
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mentioned in p, cr,~-, (hence also f~"~¢D~), and that f~"~ satisfies p. Then by 
Definition 6.2.4 using the proper assignment s in N,, i.e., s(z) = z for all primitive 
z mentioned in p, ~r, ~- other than f~.~ and s ([~.i) = t~,,~, we get val, (or, s) ¢ vain (tr) = 
y (since ] '  was the/:-Support) ~;nd val,,(~r, s)~ x = vale(r, s )= vale(7). Now there 
are countable many ~t,,~ in N,  satisfying p by Lemma 8.2,1. Therefore using the 
term ~r and eountably such r~ ''~ we could construct in N,~ a countable subset of x, 
contradicting the assumption that x is Dedekind finite in N~. Thus ] '  ~= D~. If there 
is a g~'~k  g' not in D~, we choose one, g~'~ =g ~ ~' of highest order and subordinary 
level, and reason as follows. If g=g~o, and vale(or) is dependent only on ~'-{g} 
and finitely many members jr, in range g, then g would not be in the ~:-Support 
of y, (because we have required the lowest possible levels of subordinacy in a 
Support.) Thus the value of tr is dependent on some infinite subset of range 
g=l~, .  If the complement of that set in F~ is also infinite then val(~r) is actually 
dependent on g and not on any other g' ~ G~,o since these g. g' are independently 
generic. Thus as g valies over all elements of G~,o satisfying p, we get eountably 
many elements o (g .  • .) in x, in N, again a contradiction. Hence we may assume 
that the value of tr is dependent on all of range g, but not actually on g or on 
range g up to a finite permutation of F, or Ul:. to a finite permutation of F, less 
some finite union of f~'~'s and F~'s determined by elements D~; call the set F~. In 
the former case for any finite perm:~tation ~r* of F, moving say ~'~ to [~*"* such 
that ~" is the identity on D~ (always the case here) and 7r~' satisfies p we have 
~rg~g and hence x~r~=y.  Such ~r exists by Lemma 8.2.2. Now if ~ri, j<a J  
are finite perrm ;tations F~ such that ~rj(.f~i) E l~e* and rng(w~) ~: (wk), j ~ k and Ir~' 
satisfies p, then ~rjo ~ rrk(~r), j~  k and ~ri(o) ~ ,tri,r = x, j < o~. By Lemma 8.2,4 we 
have countably many such ~r~, and using any element ~"'* ~'~* g .oe t,,.o, g, and finitely 
many other primitive generic g's to wbAch D~ and ~:-Supp(y) are subordinate we 
can enumerate these ~r~o in N,, again yielding a contradiction. A totally analog- 
ous argument holds if g~ G~.~, k >0 by reduction to G[o. Before we consider the 
latter case we first show how to treat x for which the ~:-Support of all y e x may 
be chosen in D~. Moreover since we have an enumeration of D~ in N~ we have an 
enumeration of ~<,~(D~). We fix such an enumeration, <~, and determine from it 
a canonic ~-Support  ]~, ~,  of y, ~ y e x. Consider the ~ollcwing sets: J(x, ~)= 
{y ¢ x I M-Support of y = fi~}, ~" _ At. (Note that ~ are ~ -closed). The J(x, fib) 
must be finite and are definable in N, from D~, and fi". Now we have a uniform 
ordering <~ of N~ definable in N~. Hence we have a canonic well-ordering of all 
J(x, ~ia), fi"~_ A definable in N~ from D~, and <,,, (maybe nicer to use <~ and 
well-ordering of terms). We can then construct the univalent function 
v~, :J(x, fin) --~ to × ~<,~(A) as follows: 
v~ = (j, ~)¢~ y is the jth element of .t(x, fi") in the canonic 
order of J(x, fin). 
Now set: 
v~=U .o~.. 
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v~ is clearly a univalent function of x ~ to x ~<~,(A) constructible in N, from D~ 
and I,. Also rng(x)~ 1~,, as required. 
We next consider x for which =1 y c x with 5~-Support containing ~o not in D~. 
It,i ~ I ,i ~P If g,,.k,, . . . .  g,2.k', are all g of which are not in D~, we may assume all K, = 0 
since we can easily reduce to this case, and assume that for no g~5 are we in any 
| ,t  x of the former cases, i.e., for every O~j<~m g is dependent on rng(g;,.O. The 
corresponding equivalence relation on G,~.o X - . .  x G,,,,o yields a partition: 
{*G~,.o l i < to} x {*G~.o J i <to}x . . .  x {*G~,,.o J i <to}. 
To each element of the partition there ~s associated an element cr(fi" . . . .  ) = y - x 
in a canonic manner. ;,", denotes the ~-Support  of y. We now show how .~o 
associate to each such element an element of ~<,~(A) canonically in N~. 
To each *G~,0 there corresponds a unique root 5 a~, and by our condition 
requirements ah::p~ ":', i4: i'. If v corresponds to/*r:.~, * , . x ,-,,,.o . . . . .  G~Lo) we associate 
to y an element (n, fih U~a~ U. •. t3~h:-'). Th,. integer n reflects the multiplicity of 
appearance of *i a, t3 dh:~ O. • (3 ~:,:.7, -- ~a in ~his process ~ qd is (' etermined by a 
fixed enumeration of all terms involved in the fixed enumeration of D× and the 
finitely many ways h can be broken into m + 1 parts. Thus the association of n can 
be done uniformly. Moreover d ~ can figure into this process only finitely many 
times otherwise x would not be Dedekind finite. Thus as above we can get a 
univalent map of x--+ to x @<,~(A) constructible in N~ from D, and I,,. 
Corollary 8.5. All Dedekind cardinals of N,, remain Dedelcind in N,,+~ and are 
comparable there. 
Proof, First we note if ,:, n are Dedekind cardinals in N,,, i.e., Scott equivalence 
classes of lowest rank, then in general the equivalence classes m', n' increase in 
N,,+~. We identify m, n with m', n'  respectively. From Lemma 8.4 we only have to 
show that any p, p 'e  Jl~ are comparable in N~., ~. "llais immediately follows from 
the (c, t)-extension Lemma 4.2.5.6. 
9. Cardinal stability and stabilization of the iteration 
In this section we are concerned with the stabilization of D.f. set formation in 
our iteration process. In other words, if we envisage this iteration through all 
cardinals (in M). is there a point ~eOn such that N~ =Nv, V ~,~K. We claim K 
inaccessible is such a poi~:t; hence LI,,<~ R,, = ,~. and thus all D.f. cardinals are 
comparable in N,, by Corollary. 8.5. 
The following fact is elementary. 
Leatma 9.0, I[ x is inaccessible in M, and 1P,[ < x, c~ < x where P~ is an increasing 
tower of conditions with P~ = [~j~,<~ P~ fo; limit ~ ,~ x. then x is regular in M[ G ]. G 
generic for P~ over M. 
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We can now show: 
Lemma 9.1. If N, =N~o~R,  then for some a<s,  peR, .  
Proof. The following argument takes place in N. Let x =val(p), pe~¢ =p~. We 
can assume that p¢ I J~<, ~, ,  for zhen va l (p)=p ~ N~ for some 3" < K. However the 
(f, g)-Support o.~f la are in some ~¢~, ~ < K. We choose in N, for every/, h a t~.h e G 
such that p I[ (l, ~a) e O. Because P and G are well ordered in N {PLh I l < to, h ~ to 
finite} = C is a countable set in N. Therefore, since K is regular in N, =1 a < K ~uch 
that Cc_P~. We can assume a>g.  Now the entire hierarchy .~v, Pv, II-v, 3,~<K is 
definable in N~, and is absolute. Also, for ..~v, ~¢v, 3' ~< ~ we have valuation and 
satisfaction functions relative to assignments far the primitive /, g, a-constants, 
(Lemma 6.4). Let p = #(f, g, t~h), then we have also assignments s in N~ for p, i.e., 
for the constants/~ g, ti, even though p ~, .  This will be our basis for constructing 
val(#) = x in N~. We simply set: 
x={(l,&"*)13 p~ P,, plt-~ (i,~n*)~ p(f, ~, ah),3s, s is 
an assignment for p, f, ~, t~ h and s(a,) = a~, V i e h 
s t t 'q  - ~ '~.`  . - , , , V f~" ~ L s(g~':~) = g~.~,:5 V g,.~ue ~, 
and sat~,(p, s)=0}. 
This is clearly a definition of x in N~. 
In conjunction with Corolla.y 8.5 we get: 
Corollary 9.4. All D.f. cardinals in N are comparable. 
Hence we have the following. 
Theorem 9.5. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZF+A~ to + "the order principle" + " alt D.f. 
cardinals are comparable"). 
Hence in conjunction with Corolla.ry 8.1.1 ~nd Ellentuck [8]: 
Theorem 9.6. Con(ZF) implies Con(ZF + A ~ to + (to. +..)<(za, +, -)). 
10. Some conduding remarks aud observatiom~ 
Clearly 2 ~o < IAI ~< 22~° in N, since every Dedekind cardinal can be represented 
by a set of reals. (To see the latter fact, note that we can encode every (k. ~)  by a 
sequence of integers from which (k, hJ'~ is recoverable, i.e., let b be the interrnesh 
of the a,  i~ K according to order, thea (k, ~) - - *  (k, lh[, bo, bl . . . .  ).) Moreover if 
I._lk<~ [U,~e(Ft UG,,~)] k= Y~ N, and IYI = m in N, then from the proof of the 
Representation Lemma we see that IAI~<2 ~o. m in N. Note that from every 
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~" -~ G,.k we get R~ new reals, hence 2 ~ substantially increases at every stage. In 
fact it is not difficult to see that if 
I ]k 
then m*~* 2s% where ~* i:; Tarski's c~  rdinal relation (i.e., IxI ~*IYI iff Y can be 
mapped onto X). (To see this first show that a minimal support which doesn't 
include /re U F of lowest subordinacy level for a real in uniquely determined. 
Then show that every real has such a Support. From this the above statement 
easily follows.) By similar methods we can construct, for any given regular ~, an 
extension of M in which Iztl > 2 s- and in which the order principle holds and D.f 
cardinals are comparable. We start from an A = {a~ I i <R~}, where ~ are generic 
with respect o the usual condition of cardinality <R~,. We then repeat he above 
iteration with finite condi,ions dealing with the comparisons and the respective 
functions and ordering. This obviously gives the same results, however now 
1~1>2~ in N. If we try to iterate the above process by class forcing/n order to 
yield the order principle, comparability of D.f. cardinals, and zl is a proper class in 
N. we run into difficulties, since the enumerations continuously introduce new 
reals. This however may just be a technical problem. For instance it now appears 
that our results could be obtained by generating a single enumeration g~ of F~ and 
adjoining the set J~ = {g ] g is a finite perrnutation f g~}, instead of the stacks G~.k 
as we have done. Clearly an enumeration f F'~ doesn't introduce new reals. Thus 
we conjecture that an iteration of a variant of our construction will yield a model 
with a proper class of comparable Dedekind cardinals, whence also (A, --', .) would 
be an elementary class extension of (to, +, .). 
It would be of interest o know if anything more can be proven in ZF*= 
ZF+ ACF+zl ~ to +"D.f. cardinals are comparable", or even in ZF, other than 
Tarski's and Ellentuck's results. Let A* = A/mod(to) = A modulo finite differences. 
Of special interest is whether there are significant characterizations of the possible 
order types of A* and what can be proven about them in ZF*. These questions 
seem quite fundamental particularly in view of the fact that in ZF*, (z~, +, .) is a 
model of arithmetic and not much is known on the order types of uncountable 
models of arithmetic even in ZFC. It can be shown that in N above zl* is dense in 
itself and disconnected. However, this also immediately follows from the fact that 
(zl*, +, -) is a non-standard model of arithmetic. 
Another question of interest concerns definability, tolmod(to) is definable in 
ZF* and in our model so is IAIlmod(~o) (though A is not). It is not dhSicult o see 
that there are many definable lements of zl* in N. Are there models of ZF* in 
which there are no definable lements of ,~* other than to/mod(to)? We conjecture 
that the answer is positive. 
Finally, though this independence result may be bound up with a large cardinal 
assumption, we believe that its elimination is a technical matter. 
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